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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN NORTH AFRICA

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Africa,

Committee on Foreign Affaii^s,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:10 p.m., in room
2200, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Harry L. Johnston
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. Payne [presiding]. I call the meeting of the Subcommittee on

Africa to order.

The Subcommittee on Africa meets today to consider recent de-

velopments in North Africa. We will hear today from our witnesses
on events through the Maghreb region which sits at the intersec-

tion of Africa, Europe and the Middle East and is therefore of con-

siderable interest to the United States of America.

political islam is certainly a most contentious issu>: in

north AFRICA

Political Islam is certainly a most contentious issue in North Af-

rica. I am sure we will discuss the course of political Islam in the

region, especially the relationship between political Islam and de-

mocracy. This issue is raised most pointedly, of course, by the crisis

in Algeria.
The recent release of five FIS leaders from prison is the first sign

that a negotiated settlement in Algeria may be possible. I continue
to believe that the Government of Algeria must undertake a true

dialogue with opposition groups and then implement the outcomes
of this dialogue.

Hopefully, we are seeing the first signs of this progress. I am es-

pecially interested in hearing suggestions from our witnesses as to

how the United States can move forward in the process of reconcili-

ation in Algeria. I would like to explore the controversy over west-
ern Sahara, the U.N. referendum process has dragged on for some
time and I believe we should review U.S. policy toward this dis-

pute. Recently, developments in Tunisia, Morocco and Libya are
also on today's agenda.
We are here to first hear from the Honorable Robert Pelletreau.
Mr. Pelletreau. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Payne. Then we will be followed by several other witnesses.

But we are happy to start out just making sure I pronounce the
name correctly.

I have another statement that I ask unanimous consent to enter
into the record and I will do that just informally.

(1)



Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Donald Payne appears in the

appendix.]

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT PELLETREAU, ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY OF STATE FOR NEAR EASTERN AFFAIRS, DEPART-
MENT OF STATE

Mr. PELLETREAU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

U.S. POLICY TOWARD OUR REIATIONS WITH THE COUNTRIES OF NOIH'H
AFRICA

I am pleased to have this opportunity this afternoon to discuss
U.S. policy toward our relations with the countries of North Africa.

North Africa is, in many ways, a microcosm of the developing
world. Its societies are at different stages of economic development
and are responding in different ways to the demands being made
on their governments for political participation and economic well-

being.

Algeria confronts a violent insurgency brought on in part by the
failure of the promises of revolutionary socialism. It highlights the

challenges posed by political Islam.

Libya is a rogue state, rightly sanctioned by the international

community for sponsoring unpardonable acts of terrorism. Tunisia
and Morocco, more traditional states with a history quite divergent
from that of their neighbors are facing the challenges of develop-
ment in their own unique fashion.

President Clinton and Secretary Christopher have outlined the
broad basic principles that frame our foreign policy: The promotion
of democracy and of respect for human rights, together with foster-

ing of market-led economic development and the encouragement of

regional policies that promote stability.
As will become clear in the course of my testimony, Mr. Chair-

man, those principles animate and are fully integrated into U.S.

policies toward the states of the Maghreb. Before moving on to ad-
dress the specifics of our relations with the countries I have just
mentioned, I would like to say a few words about the phenomenon
of political Islam or Islamic fundamentalism in North Africa.

This tendency, it is too diffuse and varied to be called a move-

ment, shows a variety of faces in the Maghreb, ranging from vio-

lent confrontation in Algeria to nuanced forms of interaction with
traditional leadership in Morocco. Local conditions largely deter-

mine the character of each country's Islamists, and we on the out-

side need to be careful to avoid sweeping characterizations of a

complex phenomenon.
While a major component of political Islam in the Maghreb is

dissatisfaction with socioeconomic conditions, another factor fueling
this tendency is a search for a unique identity grounded in tradi-

tion. The legacy of colonialism and the rise and fall of intellectual

tides that have swept the Arab world, socialism and Pan-Arabism
among them, have left some in these societies feeling adrift as they
confront the challenges of the modern world. It is worthwhile to

make a few basic points concerning our approach to this phenome-
non.



U.S. POLICY IS FmMLY OPPOSED TO FANATICISM AND EXTREMISTS

Islam, one of the world's great religions, is not our enemy and
we are not its enemy. U.S. policy is firmly opposed to fanaticism
and extremists, whether religious or secular in nature. We reso-

lutely oppose those who preach intolerance, abuse, human rights or

seek to impose their will on others by violence.

While the United States recognizes that each country has its own
unique path to both development and identity, we will support the

values of democracy, pluralism and respect for individual human
rights and the rule of law that are part of who we are as a nation.

Though the excesses of some Islamist political movements in

North Africa attract a great deal of attention, they should not ob-

scure our many and long-standing common interests with the coun-
tries of North Africa. Our efforts have and will continue to make
a difference in this important part of the world.

Morocco and Tunisia have played vital roles in fostering the
Arab-Israeli peace process, a key area of U.S. foreign policy, and
Morocco has recently established formal links to Israel.

CONCERNED OVER THE SITUATION IN ALGERIA

Let me now turn to the individual nations and outline for you
some of the challenges we face. The United States remains con-

cerned over the situation in Algeria. There are some recent positive

developments which are encouraging but violence between the re-

gimes security forces and armed insurgents has steadily risen since

the suspension of the electoral process in 1992 and the banning of

the Islamic Salvation Front.
A renewed government offensive last April failed to crush the in-

surgency. Daily attacks on police, military targets and civilians

continue and have become more lethal. The Algerian Government
recently indicated that over 10,000 have died so far. Algerian soci-

ety as a whole is paying the price for this increasingly brutal inter-

nal conflict. Relatively new and virulent band of Islamic extremists
called the Armed Islamic Group, has carried out a campaign of ter-

ror and intimidation against innocent Algerians, including journal-
ists, academics and political figures, as well as foreign residents in

Algeria.
It is difTicult to understand how these reprehensible acts of ter-

rorism advance in any way the principles of Islam, a religion which
preaches tolerance and respect for human life. There can be no jus-
tification for such actions. Islamist figures who are sincere about

finding a nonviolent solution to Algeria's problems should clearly
disassociate themselves from this type of blind fanaticism.
At the same time, excesses by government security forces, in

their efforts to contain the insurgency, continue. We are disturbed

by reports of extrajudicial killings, torture and detention without
trial. The United States condemns violations of basic human rights

by all sides.

ALGERIA'S CRISIS IS ROOTED IN FRUSTRATION

Algeria's problems will not be solved by and endless cycle of vio-

lence and counterviolence, atrocity and counteratrocity. Algeria's
crisis is rooted in frustration arising from political exclusion, eco-



nomic misery and social injustice, conditions which have facilitated

the growth of the armed Islamist insurgency. The evidence sug-

gests that large numbers of Algerians seek a more meaningful
voice in their political system and the opportunity to build a better
life.

The failure of security measures alone to end Algeria's crisis is

testimony to the depth of such feelings. Any realistic hope for end-

ing the crisis peacefully must respond to them.
We thus applaud the current government's efforts to transform

Algeria's stagnant economy into a market-based system capable of

fulfilling the needs of its people. The decision to sign and imple-
ment an economic reform program with the support of the Inter-

national Monetary Fund last spring was an important first step.
The United States encouraged the Algerian Government in its

negotiations with the IMF and participated in a Paris Club re-

scheduling of its official debts on favorable terms. Economic per-
formance has improved under the IMF-sponsored program. The
government has begun to implement recommended structural re-

forms, as well as fiscal and monetary policy measures in a manner
which has drawn favorable comment from the IMF and many Alge-
rians. We support this approach, which is essential for eventual
economic recovery and for the long-term well-being of the Algerian
people.
Economic measures, however, can only be part of the solution.

Ultimately, the many Algerians who have become alienated by past
government policies must be convinced that they will be able in a

meaningful way to participate in a process which will lead to na-

tional reconciliation.

NEED FOR CONCRETE STEPS TO ESTABLISH A DIALOGU?: WITH
OPPOSITION ELEMENTS

The U.S. Government has thus repeatedly stressed to Algerian
leaders at the highest levels the need for concrete steps to establish

a dialogue with opposition elements, secular and Islamist, willing
to work toward a nonviolent solution to Algeria's crisis. Such a

strategy offers the best chance to reinforce pragmatic tendencies
within the Islamist movement and to marginalize the most violent

extremists.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, the U.S. Government is encouraged by
renewed efforts to negotiate a peaceful solution, including Presi-

dent Zeroual's decision earlier this month to release from prison
Abassi Madani and Ali Belhadj, the two principal leaders of the Is-

lamic Salvation Front, generally referred to as the FIS or "fees,"

along with three members of the FIS Executive Bureau.
This decision comes amid other signs on the part of President

Zeroual and FIS leaders in moving toward dialogue. These moves
which we and such interested countries as France, Spain and Italy
have welcomed, offer hope for the emergence of a political process
of national reconciliation,

NUMEROUS OBSTACLES REMAIN

Numerous obstacles remain. Hard-liners in the military and in

the Islamist opposition may act to block any movement toward

compromise. The regime. Islamist opposition leaders and Algeria's



other political parties which participate in any negotiations will

need to overcome the distrust and animosity which have deepened
over 2y% vears of bloodshed. All participants in the dialogue will

face the cnallenge of designing a formula which gives all Algerians
a meaningful stake in its success.

Not withstanding these problems, these recent developments
offer the first, albeit tentative indications that a negotiated solution
to the crisis might be possible. We have used this opportunity to

reiterate our message on the need for all parties to engage in a

process which broadens political participation, prepares for an
eventual return to elections and protects the rights of all Algerians.
Those who say that the United States is resigned to or willing

to condone a victory of extremism in Algeria are wrong. They clear-

ly are not listening to what we are saying. Beyond the far-reaching
consequences for Algeria itself, further radical Islamist gains there
could embolden extremists in Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco and Algeria,
key U.S. allies in the region. Instability in Algeria could provoke
an influx of refugees into France and elsewhere in Western Europe.
The goal of U.S. policy toward Algeria is to avoid such develop-
ments.
The question is how? We are convinced that attempts to suppress

the insurgency through military means alone will prove insuffi-

cient. That is the lesson of the past 2 years. The best hope for a
solution which will guarantee Algeria's internal peace and pros-

pects as well as its contribution to long-term regional stability lie

not in a strategy of repression but one of inclusion and reconcili-

ation.

TUNISIA

Tunisia: Having previously had the honor of serving as U.S. Am-
bassador to Tunisia, I would like to take this opportunity to reit-

erate our appreciation for Tunisia's long-standing commitment to

forging a lasting peace in the Middle East. In October of last year,
Tunisia was the first Arab country to host a multilateral working
group session of the Middle East peace process. Tunisia has offered
to host the arms control and disarmament working group in De-
cember.

Tunisia's commitment to peace is not just confined to the Arab
world. As this year's President of the Organization of African

Unity, Tunisia has dispatched an advance party of military officers

to Kigali who are paving the way for some 958 peacekeepers sched-
uled to arrive in Rwanda shortly. The Tunisians are seasoned

peacekeepers with experience in Somalia and Cambodia.
Tunisia is a testament to the success that assistance programs

can achieve. After 40 years and some $1.5 billion in funding for

economic and social programs, Tunisia has in a sense graduated
from U.S. assistance and is now in the enviable position of being
able to offer assistance and training to lesser developed countries.

Foreign military financing for Tunisia ended in 1994, but Tunisia
remains eligible for excess defense articles and military education

programs. I am pleased to report that the Tunisian-American
Chamber of Commerce has grown in size and effectiveness since

my departure in 1991, in step with the rising competence and ac-

tivity of the private sector.



We will remain supportive of Tunisia's commitment to enlarge
the private sector's role in its economic modernization program.
Our housing loan guarantee program reflects the maturity of our
bilateral economic relationship and the transition Tunisia has
made toward an alliance based more on trade and investment than

foreign aid.

When I was here before you last March, Tunisia was 2 weeks

away from Presidential and parliamentary elections. Let me review
for you the results of those elections. President Ben Ali was re-

elected to a second 5-year term, capturing 99.91 percent of the vote
in what was widely viewed as a predetermined outcome.

INCIDENCE OF INAPPROPRIATE ELECTION ACTIVITIES

Political observers on the scene reported some incidence of inap-

propriate election activities, such as the removal or closure of some
voting stations. Two Presidential candidates were imprisoned for a

brief time and released. On the other hand, those elections saw 19
seats go to opposition parties, making the current parliament the

first to contain representation by the opposition.
The economic development of Tunisia is the achievement of a

well-educated and hard-working population with a vigorous middle
class. This is a principal strength of Tunisian society.
We believe that Tunisians want and deserve the kind of open po-

litical system that goes hand-in-hand with the stability and pros-

perity so evident in the country today. We also believe it should be

possible to handle challenges from the extremes even in this vola-

tile part of the world without compromising these principles. This
is the basis of our ongoing dialogue with Tunisia on human rights
and democracy.

Let me now turn to Morocco, a country that we have long relied

upon as a stable and constructive force in the region. The United
States and Morocco have one of our oldest diplomatic relationships,
one that has evolved constructively toward cooperation on key U.S.

foreign policy goals: Arab-Israeli peace, security in the Persian

Gulf, and moderation in North Africa.

Morocco and Israel announced on September 1 their decision to

open liaison offices in one another's countries. This action further
advances both the Arab-Israeli peace process and the important
goal of full normalization of ties between Arab states and Israel.

Together with steady progress in the cultural, religious and com-
mercial fields between Morocco and Israel, it is a testament to the

vital role Morocco has and will continue to play in forging a com-

prehensive Middle East peace.
Under King Hassan's leadership, Morocco has implemented

sound economic policies that are now bearing fruit in an expansion
of the private sector and increasing interest from international in-

vestors. Morocco will host the Middle East and North Africa Eco-

nomic Summit Conference in Casablanca from October 30 to No-
vember 1, an event that will advance the economic potential of the

region and build on the political momentum of the peace process.
U.S. security and economic assistance to Morocco has been a sig-

nificant component of our bilateral relations and though security
assistance has been greatly reduced, we continue to provide eco-



nomic assistance to help Morocco meet its important development
goals.

Morocco's continued eligibility for excess defense articles under
the Southern Region Amendment will allow us to continue our

military cooperation that has yielded concrete benefits in the Gulf
war where Morocco was the nrst Arab country to commit troops,
and in Somalia, where Morocco made a significant contribution to

UNOSOM.

MOROCCO HAS MADE PROGRESS IN THE AREAS OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND
DEMOCRATIZATION

Morocco has made progress in the areas of human rights and de-

mocratization by estaDlisning a Deputy Minister for Human Rights,
proclaiming and amnesty of political prisoners and legitimizing the
use of Berber languages during this past year. But problems re-

main.
We continue to receive credible reports of torture, restrictions on

freedom of speech and press, and a lack of access to fair trial.

While King Hassan has spoken of his commitment to constitutional

democracy, the results have been uneven.
In the first round of parliamentary elections last year, opposition

parties did very well and these elections received generally favor-

able marks from international observers. The second round of indi-

rect elections reversed these gains, amid widespread charges of ma-
nipulation. Working with the Moroccan Government to advance the

process of institutional democratization is a top U.S. priority.
Moroccan society is clearly evolving from its traditional agrarian

base into a more urbanized and politicized nation, a trend we see

throughout the region. King Hassan's challenges is to manage this

transition, and he enjoys important advantages, not least of which
is a high degree of consensus around the monarchy as a central in-

stitution in Moroccan political and religious life. Islamic militancy
in Morocco takes the form of various social and student move-
ments, some of them legal and others suppressed, but focuses

largely on socioeconomic issues.

U.S. policy in Morocco seeks to preserve the long friendship and

cooperation we enioy on a variety of issues and to encourage Moroc-
co's role as a stable anchor in the region.

LIBYA

Turning to Libya: The challenge that we face in dealing with
Colonel Qadhafi's Libya is an entirely different nature from that
which we confront elsewhere in the Maghreb. Libya's behavior
under Qadhafi has placed it outside the parameters of acceptable
interstate action resulting in international and unilateral sanc-

tions.

The current focus of our attention regarding Libya is of course
the Pan Am 103 and UTA 772 bombings and our insistence that

Libya comply fully with the U.N. Security Council's demands con-

cerning these horrendous crimes. We are now working with the
international community to ensure effective implementation of the

sanctions against Libya. We reserve the right, however, to seek
even stronger measures, including a worldwide oil embargo if Libya
continues to defy the demands of the international community.
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Qadhafi's preemptive strike against alleged coup plotters in No-
vember 1993 and the security crackdown that followed, dem-
onstrates his firm control over the Libyan regime. Qadhafi's public
calls for the murder of Libyan dissidents in Libya and abroad dem-
onstrate his continued willingness to employ terrorism as a tool of

Libyan policy. Libya is a prime suspect in the December 1993 dis-

appearance of dissident Mansur Kikhya from Cairo.

We have declined to conduct a direct dialogue with Libya since

the 1986 bombing of a Berlin discotheque. Libya's continued solici-

tation of intermediaries and disingenuous compromise proposals
are attempts to evade full compliance with U.N. Security Council
demands.
Let me state as clearly as I know how, the United States is not

interested in such ploys. We insist upon full compliance with U.N.

Security Council Resolutions 731, 748 and 883. Libya must surren-
*

der the two suspects in the Lockerbie bombings for trial in the

United States or U.K; cooperate with U.S., British and French in-

vestigations into the Pan Am and UTA bombings; compensate the

victims of Pan Am 103; and sever all ties to terrorism.

The resolutions also make clear that the channel for communica-
tion on these subjects is the Secretary General of the United Na-
tions. We also desire to see Libya end support for destabilization

activities, abandon chemical weapons and other nonconventional
warfare programs and cease pursuit of offensive ballistic missile ca-

pabilities.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to close my prepared remarks with

a few words about the still unresolved western Sahara mediation.

This former Spanish colony, as you well know, is disputed territory,

awaiting implementation of a U.N.-planned referendum to deter-

mine its final status. We consider it important that any referen-

dum organized by the U.N. be perceived as free and fair so that

the results will be respected and enduring and contribute to the

stability of the region. The United States has worked with the Sec-

retary Greneral and other Members of the Security Council to try
to bring this about.
Some progress has followed passage of U.N. Security Council

Resolution 907 on March 29, 1994. MINURSO has collected tens of

thousands of voter registration applications and has actually reg-
istered the first several hundred potential voters in the referen-

dum. The Secretary General reported to the Security Council in

July his satisfaction with the progress achieved and his intent to

provide a final report due shortly that would assess the prospects
for a vote and set a date for the referendum.

Logistical and technical problems have delayed MINURSO's
work more than we would have liked and we hope the start which
has been made this summer will gain momentum. The United

States, while continuing to urge fiexibility and compromise on the

parties, recognizes and appreciates that continuing U.N. involve-

ment is costly and that the patience of the international commu-
nity is not inexhaustible on this issue. We will work hard to assist

the U.N. in this goal but the parties to the dispute must exhibit

a parallel sustained commitment to see the matter resolved.

This concludes my prepared remarks, Mr. Chairman. I would be

pleased to answer any questions.



[The prepared statement of Mr. Pelletreau appears in the appen-
dix.]

Mr. Payne. Thank you very much for those very comprehensive
remarks.
And since our chairman did arrive, I will give the seat back to

the chairman. As you know, he was delayed at another very impor-
tant meeting.
And at this time, I will turn the meeting over to Chairman John-

ston.

Mr. Johnston [presiding]. Mr. Secretary, I apologize for not

being here. This was the first meeting opening I missed in 2 years.
The Senate was having a hearing on conflict resolution, and a lot

of people in this room are very concerned about it.

I will ask Mr. Payne first if he has any questions.
Mr. Payne. I just have a basic fundamental question.
Since we are hearing a great deal about the so-called Islamic fun-

damentalism, I wonder, has the State Department made any kind
of determinations, or our administration, since this is a wave that
seems to be moving. Is there any thought of coexisting, of attempt-
ing to understand the basic tenets of the movement and to see how
we can have some compatibility to it?

Mr. Peli^treau. It is a very complex movement, Mr. Payne. It

has many different varieties and guises and it is difficult to push
them all under one roof and one characteristic, except to say that

they are all movements based on the broad religion of Islam.
The way the phenomenon manifests itself in each country is dif-

ferent. It depends on that country's history and its economic and
social basis, the cohesiveness of its society. So we have declined to

take a sort of overall, broadly limiting and broadly molding ap-
proach toward this phenomenon and have looked at it in—in each

country, in each circumstance where it arises.

I have just described in some detail the situation in Algeria
where we have encouraged the government to broaden the base of

political participation by reaching out to other political forces, both
secular forces and Islamic forces, that reject terrorism and violence
as a way of broadening its political base and the participation of

Algerian people in determination of their future. That is one ap-
proach that I think is suitable to the situation in Algeria.

In other countries, governments and people have found different

approaches, and I think we need to keep our—our own minds open
about the various forms that political Islam or Islamic militancy
can take, whether, in some cases, these movements or parties in

given countries define themselves in a way that excludes them-
selves from broader participation or whether they are willing to

participate in a broader constitutional structure or within a broad-
er social compact as they are in some countries, such as Jordan,
for example. It is a complex phenomenon. It is one that we are

studying quite carefully.
We have a group within the State Department composed of a

number of officers who are looking at the way political Islam exists
in different countries and advising me and others on the process.
And we held an internal conference earlier this year of our embas-
sies in Islamic countries looking at the phenomenon, too. So we are
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actively studying and learning and developing our approach, refin-

ing our approach on this subject.
Mr. Payne, Thank you very much. Because I—and then I will

yield to the chairman.
But I think it is very important as we move into the 21st century

that we are able to deal with—with differences, that we are able

to attempt to coexist. In many instances, when we reject a mod-
erate move, like there was some consideration felt in Algeria that
there were more moderates in the political movement than the ex-

tremists, really become stronger. And when you suppress—when
you suppress a moderate movement, then that just gives ammuni-
tion to the real extreme. And so I just hope that we will continue.

I know it is very difficult, very complicated, very complex and

very different in each individual country, but I believe that the fu-

ture of our foreign policy and our ability to have a sound policy in

North Africa will depend a lot on how we are able to coexist with
the new movement.
Mr. Pelletreau. Yes.
Mr. Payne. Thank you.
Mr. Johnston. Mr. Diaz-Balart?
Mr. Diaz-Balart. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to be exposed to the testimony of the

Secretary, very enlightening. I had an opportunity to read the testi-

mony that I missed before arriving.
I guess one point that I see there is still a lot of questions about,

even though you, Mr. Secretary, make reference to the Western Sa-
hara Referendum. The Secretary Greneral of the U.N. is supposed
to shortly come up with a report on the registration process. Could

you expand a little bit on your vantage point with regard to what
the impediments are that remain—so that the referendum can be

given a date?
Mr. Pelletreau. Yes. The—one of the impediments that has

prevented the registration process from going forward was a on-

again, off-again minuet with respect to OAU observers joining the

registration process. And some came and then they left. And then
others came.
There was a question about how valid their credentials were.

This delayed the process of registration. It is going forward now.
We checked in anticipation of this testimony earlier today and
found that the registration is continuing. It is up around 1,000

now, and that is positive movement, even though it is slower than
we would have liked. And we are urging a continuation and an ac-

celeration of this process.
Mr. Diaz-Halart. I have no further questions. Thank you.
Mr. Johnston. Congressman Hastings.
Mr. Hastings. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, thank you for your testimony, and through you,

I would like to thank tne Moroccan Government for their active

support in the Middle East peace process. I find that more than
commendable. I have but two questions and one centers around
Morocco and the other Tunisia, where you have a good deal of ex-

pertise.
The relations between Morocco and Algeria have recently deterio-

rated, particularly in the wake of the terrorist attack that left a
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couple of foreigners dead in Marrakech. Is there any evidence to

substantiate the claim of Morocco that these terrorists are tied to

the Algerian Government?
And how serious is the riff between Morocco and Algeria? And

I guess more importantly, for them and for perhaps for the world,
how does all of that play into the natural gas pipeline project that
is ongoing and traverses Algeria and Morocco?
Mr. Pelletreau. We have seen some reports in that direction of

possible Algerian involvement, but the Moroccan investigation of
that incident in Marrakech is still open and still ongoing. It hasn't
been concluded yet, so I think it is too early to draw any specific
conclusions from it.

There has always been some difficulty in communication in the

relationship between Morocco and Algeria. It involves differences
over the Sahara, the fact that the two neighboring countries have
been governed by very different forms of government, and that has
impeded full, open and free communication. That is not a new phe-
nomenon.

It doesn't, however—it hasn't limited cooperation on the pipeline
that would flow from Algeria to Morocco and then across to Spain.
The mobilization for construction of that pipeline has begun, and
the support of both countries and governments for it is—is in place
and existing.
Mr. Hastings. I guess my next question allows a little bit of po-

litical enmity, but you may have some insight to it. President Ben
Ali won 99 percent of the vote in Presidential elections in March,
and I would like to be able to get 79 percent, and I am just wonder-
ing how fair were these elections? And in your judgment, is Tunisia

becoming more democratic?
Mr. Pelletreau. I believe myself that the referendum support

shown to President Ben Ali reflects the genuine support of the Tu-
nisian people for the stability that he has brought to Tunisia, the
stable transition that he oversaw from the era of President

Bourguiba to his own, and the fact that Tunisia is progressing eco-

nomically and quite positive in favorable terms.
There has been quite a positive growth rate for the last 3 years

and people are feeling that as a country, as a whole, they are pros-

pering. With respect to the democratization that is going on, I de-
scribed the opposition parties now being represented in parliament,
and we view this as a—as a first initial step. Nineteen members
out of a 163-member Parliament is not a significant political slice

for the minority—for the opposition, particularly given the way
these elections were conducted. They were conducted in two
phases.
The first phase involved the majority party, as well as the oppo-

sition parties, and then these 19 seats were competed just by the

opposition parties without the majority party having been included.
We think that this experience with a broader-based parliament
ought to lead to a further broadening and opening of the demo-
cratic processes in Tunisia and a further strengthening of the polit-
ical parties in the electoral process.
Mr. Hastings. Final question in this round, Mr. Chairman, is,

Mr. Secretary, what is the current State of Tunisia's bilateral rela-

tions with Algeria and Libya?
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Mr. Pelletreau. Tunisia has relations with both countries, but
Tunisia feels somewhat threatened by the fact that there are two
larger, more powerful neighbors, each of which is experiencing its

own type of either instability or unpredictability.
In the past. Colonel Qadhafi and his regime have shown in cer-

tain periods great hostility toward Tunisia. At the present time,
with U.N. sanctions in effect against Libya that prevent air traffic

to and from Libva, Libya actually depends upon its land commu-
nications througn Tunisia and through Egypt to reach the outside
world. So there is a certain level of current cooperation going on

against a backdrop of previous hostility by the Libyan regime.
Likewise, with respect to Algeria, there is a gooa level of coopera-

tion between the two governments. But Tunisia is very concerned
about the growth of the Islamist movement in Algeria and what it

might mean for a similar movement to emerge and grow in Tuni-
sia. The Tunisians have outlawed and suppressed the one Islamist
movement that had appeared there several years ago, but Algeria
being a much larger country, it does give the Tunisians concern
that there might be some overflow of Algerian instability toward
Tunisia.
Mr. Hastings. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Johnston. Mr. Secretary, before I ask any questions, I en-

courage people that are standing, we have plenty of seats over
here. Just come around the front. If you have to leave, of course,

just come around the front again.
Mr. Secretary, I have met often with the Algerian Ambassador

and was in Algeria last year right before I met you in Cairo. Real-

ly,
what type of form of leverage does the United States have over

the leaders of Algeria to try, as Mr. Payne said, to come to some
closure with FIS and with the extremists? What can we do? If you
were a benevolent dictator, what type of information or—would you
give to the Algerian Government?
Mr. Pelletreau. Well, we don't have a traditional bilateral as-

sistance program. We haven't had with Algeria. We did support Al-

gerian independence well before Algeria became independent. We
have had a
Mr. Johnston. Excuse me. I need some history. Against the

French?
Mr. Pelletreau. Against the French.
Mr. Johnston. I didn't realize that.

Mr. Pelletreau. We did support Algeria politically in the early
years of its independence as it has got on its feet. American firms

helped Algeria develop its oil and gas resources, and there is con-

siderable American investment in Algeria today.
There has been substantial Export-Import Bank support for

those American investments, and Algeria has also relied on the
United States for food imports in recent years. So we have ele-

ments of interaction that allow us to have a good dialogue with Al-

geria's senior leaders, and we have maintained that dialogue and
used that dialogue to advise them as a country that has long sup-
ported the Algerian revolution.
Mr. Johnston. Excuse me. Have you opened any dialogue at all

with the FIS Islamic leaders?
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Mr. Pelletreau. We do have contacts at a lower level with other

political forces in the country that do not support violence, and that
includes secular and Islamist forces. But we have good access to

the Algerian leadership.
In fact, in about an hour now with other officials I will be meet-

ing with the Algerian Front in New York as part of our ongoing
dialogue. And through that, we have made clear in the context of
the advice of a long-standing friend, the steps we think Algeria
could and should take to broaden its government and to begin find-

ing a way out of this cycle of violence that it is currently in.

Mr. Johnston. Speaking of the French, they have always been
pro-government regarding the Algerians, whoever is in govern-
ment.
Mr. Pelletreau. But the French have supported the latest

moves by the government the seek to open a dialogue with the FIS.
In fact, the French statement and our own statement were very,
very similar in that regard.
Mr. Johnston. Does this—would this country—and a serious

question, would this country be a candidate for some type of out-
side mediation, such as President Carter?
Mr. Pelletreau. I guess I don't exclude it completely, but the

fact that there are tentative steps being taken now toward direct

dialogue between the different parties indicate to me that there is

recognition within the leadership of the direction they need to go.
And they are starting to take some steps, some steps toward it.

Mr. Johnston. Studying what has happened since the aborted
elections and the FIS were put in jail, you had the emergence of
the armed Islamic group, the GIA, and FIS lost control of the fun-
damentalists and the terrorism. That is an important choice of
words. The top man in GIA seems to have been assassinated in the
last couple days, Cherif Gousmi.
Mr. Pelletrf:au. Gousmi.
Mr. Johnston. Is that going to have any effect on the relation-

ship and the power of FIS now that they seem to be emerging as
the party to mediate with?
Mr. Pelletreau. Well, you are correct, Mr. Chairman, that since

the army stepped in in early 1992, we have seen a gradual
radicalization of the FIS and a growing of the insurgent groups like
the GIA. Whether this leader's disappearance, termination is going
to prove an important threshold or turning point is too soon to tell.

This is the second top leader of the GIA to be removed this year.
Earlier in the spring, the government announced that it had man-
aged to hit and do away with the leader of the GIA and yet the
GIA reemerged. So I think we are still in a wait-and-see mood on
that.

Mr. Johnston. Last question. You knew you couldn't get away
without something on western Sahara.
Mr. Payne. Thank you. I was getting him in the second round.
Mr. Johnston. The Secretary General has scheduled a referen-

dum on Valentine's Day of next year. I don't know if there is any
historic meaning to that.

What is your prognosis? Will they finally have a referendum?
Will they get their census done? And what position should the
United States have vis-a-vis the western Sahara and Morocco?
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Mr. Pelletreau. It is certainly possible to complete the registra-
tion process in that—in that time period. We don't see any real

physical obstacle to completing the process. There has been a good
deal of registration activity and people know how it is done now.
So it could go forward quite rapidly.

It will depend in part on the attitude of the major parties, Mo-
rocco and the Polisario, whether they will continue to support the

U.N, process. One of the obstacles that I didn't mention earlier

when I was asked, to more rapid registration has been the failure

of attempts to bring Morocco and the Polisario into direct dialogue
with each other.

I think it would help if that were to occur. Without it occurring,
the Secretary Greneral and MINURSO can continue to do the job,
but it will be more complicated. So I think it is possible to reach

that timeframe, but certainly the process has taken longer than
most reasonable men would have anticipated up to this time, so we
can't be sure it will be met.
Mr. Johnston. Any other questions?
Mr. Payne. Do you think that the new guidelines for the election

is fair? I think they are using 1974 as a date, or 6 years consecu-

tive, or 12 years intermittent, living in the region.
Mr. Pelletreau. Well, it has come out of quite careful study of

the Saharan population by the Secretary General's representative
and discussion then with Polisario and Moroccan representatives,
so that this series, this series of criteria have been developed as a

basis. I think if we—we, if the U.N. can succeed in registering, oh,
the roughly 150,000 inhabitants that meet that criteria, a fair ref-

erendum could be held, yes.
Mr. Payne. Just two different questions. How active are the

North African countries in the OAU, I know Mr. Mubarak has been
President and rotates around. But are they really involved in the

functions and workings of the OAU?
Mr. Pelletreau. They have been quite active in the OAU. Mu-

barak was last year, President Ben AH is the President this year.

They have been active not only
in the peacekeeping function but

in trying to help the OAU develop better conflict resolution mecha-
nisms. That has the support of the—of the North Africans.

Mr. Payne. And finally, as you know, in France there has been
a move toward rulings about dress from Islamic persons. Just in

your opinion—and I know this is not in your portfolio necessarily,
but have you—^have you been able to determine the reaction in

North Africa where the persons have come from in the past?
Mr. Pelletreau. I think the reaction in North Africa is more of

an observing one than a participant one, as they see that these
measures in France have been quite controversial within France it-

self If you look at the way the French media and the French intel-

lectual community have reacted to these measures, you get reac-

tions all across the spectrum. And in fact, I think these reactions

show what a vibrant and open democracy France is, that you have
that range of reactions out and open. Of course, we are heading
into the period of the French Presidential elections, and that prob-

ably increases the interest.

Mr. Payne. Thank you very much.
Mr. Johnston. Mr. Hastings.
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Mr. Hastings. I have no additional questions at this time.

Mr. Johnston. Mr. Secretary, thank you very much. You were

very kind to come today and we appreciate it.

Mr. Pelletreau. Thank
you.

Mr. Johnston. We will nave a 2-minute recess to empanel the
second panel.

[Recess.]
Mr. Johnston. We are ready to go.
We are all very privileged this afternoon to have two of the top

experts in the country on Northern Africa and we also recognize
the sacrifice that they have made to get here or to stay here a little

longer.
Professor Esposito has changed his schedule, and to the panel, he

has to leave here exactly in 1 hour in order the catch a plane.
And, Professor Entelis, we appreciate you coming down
Mr. Entelis. Thank you.
Mr. Johnston [continuing]. From New York today to be with us.

I guess. Professor Esposito, we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF PROFESSOR JOHN ESPOSITO, PROFESSOR OF
RELIGIOUS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, SCHOOL OF
FOREIGN SERVICE, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

Mr. Esposito. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will begin with a summary of some of my comments and then

flesh it out a bit.

The announcement that the Algerian Government has trans-
ferred senior leaders of the Islamic Salvation Front from prison to

house arrest and invited them to negotiate an end to a 2V2-year
conflict that has claimed thousands of lives is cause for hope, but
also for caution.

DEEP DIVISIONS CONTINUE TO EXIST IN THE MILITARY AND IN THE
ISLAMIST CAMPS

Deep divisions continue to exist in the military and in the
Islamist camps. Both the strength and leadership of Cxeneral
Zeroual and Abassi Madani will be tested. Zeroual does not enjoy
singular control of the military-civilian government nor does
Madani of Algeria's Islamic movement. Both leaders must contend
with factions, military and Islamic, that have been conditioned by
their violent confrontations, reject negotiation and wish to pursue
an all-out victory.
The conflict in Algeria has troubled rulers and governments in

North Africa and in the Middle East as well as the West, as many
calculate the potential of a triumph of Islamic fundamentalism in

Algeria and its spill-over effect in the region and in Europe. For
those that had spent more than a decade in fear of Iran's export
of Islamic revolution and the emergence of other Khomeinis, Alge-
ria came to symbolize a new threat. If the 1980's were dominated
by fear of the outbreak of Islamic revolutions, the 1990's seem to

signal the unthinkable; the danger of militant Islam coming to

power through ballots, not bullets.

Fear of political Islam has resulted in the projection of what
many term militant fundamentalism as a monolithic threat to re-

gional and global stability. The progressive retreat by governments
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from initial signs of open electoral politics in North Africa in the
late 1980's and early 1990's attempts to crush or decapitate Islamic
movements such as Ennahda in Tunisia and the Islamic Salvation
Front in Algeria, a spiral of state-sponsored violence and terrorism
and counterviolence and terrorism from emergent radical Islamic

militias, the gross violation of human rights by government forces
and by Islamic militias alike.

Among the results is a growing polarization of Muslim societies
in a culture war, and I would emphasize that in a culture war be-
tween secularists and Islamists where issues of language, religion,
cultures and values are intertwined with those of class, power and
wealth. In a climate which pits militant secularism against mili-
tant Islam, the middle ground recedes as it becomes increasingly
difficult for moderates to maintain their visibility and credibility
and, parenthetically, to stay alive.

THE DANGER IS A CONFLICT IN WHICH IN THE LONG TERM THERE MAY
BE NO REAL WINNERS AND ONLY PYRRHIC VICTORIES

The danger is a conflict in which in the long term there may be
no real winners and only Pyrrhic victories. The risk in North Africa
and elsewhere is the perpetuation of a political context where
authoritarianism, whether secular or religious, prevail. The chal-

lenge today and tomorrow for U.S. policymakers is to encourage
governments today that seek to be truly representative and to fos-

ter the development of institutions and a political culture tliat will

support political participation and human rights.
Because of the United States' role in international affairs, both

real and symbolic, U.S. policy toward North Africa and tounrd Is-

lamic activism remains critical. What the United States does or
does not do in Algeria or Tunisia and, for that matter, in I5osnia,
is watched by the 1 billion Muslims in the world as by other mem-
bers in the international community. Thus, it is important to un-
derstand the nature of Islamic revivalism in the Maghreb, the dy-
namics of contemporary politics in the region and U.S. policy op-
tions.

Because of the length of my paper, I am going to summarize my
comments.

Islamic activists in North Africa, as elsewhere, place the blame
for the crises in their lives and societies on regimes, Westernized
elites and Western allies, such as France and the United States,
and a process of modernization characterized by the Westernization
and secularization of society.

In recent years. Islamic activists have moved from the periphery
to the center or mainstream; that is, as they participate in electoral

politics in mainstream society, not simply functioning as

marginalized groups, small groups below ground, not that they
don't exist. Most advocate working within the system rather than

using violence to come to power.
They have developed and sought to become part of the main-

stream, function as modern social movements and participatory po-
litical parties or organizations who espouse populist causes—politi-

cal liberalization, jobs, better service, integrity in government,
human rights, more equitable distribution of wealth, and groater
emphasis on Arab-Islamic cultural identity. They now inclndc !)oth
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first and second generation of members, educated and middle-class,

organizationally and intellectually sophisticated, as well as the

poor and disenfranchised. We are not just talking about poor people
who don't have jobs. Political economy is important but equally im-

portant are issues of religion and culture.

Most Islamic movements have moved toward a more populous,
participatory, pluralistic political stance, champion democratiza-

tion, human rights and economic reform. While some have been
critical of democracy in the past, they claim that this was and is

in response to the secularism and autocratic nature and policies of

Muslim regimes. To varying degrees, in recent years all have em-

phasized change not through force and violence but through the po-
litical and societal transformation of society. Here I am talking
about mainstream groups like Ennahda in Tunisia, Muslim Broth-
erhood in Jordan and in Egypt. Again, I want to emphasize that
I don't deny there are violent groups also that espouse the over-

throw of the regime. Calls for liberalization and democratization
have brought both political liberalization in some cases and repres-
sion in others in the Maghreb.
What we saw in the Arab world in the late 1980's and 1990's

were a series of elections in which the unthinkable occurred. That

is, in the 1980's, the wisdom was Islamic movements were not rep-
resentative. Let them run for office. They will never be elected.

Few governments who took that position were willing to test it.

In fact, when elections did occur, we saw in many countries that

Islamic movements emerged as the chief opposition. Tunisia, Jor-

dan, Egypt would be examples. But what really stung people was

Algeria, because at first they didn't expect its success in municipal
elections. Then with the leadership in prison, with gerrymandering
changing the system of elections, with a cutoff of funds from the
center to the periphery so that the Islamist mayors could not really
deliver the goods, the belief was that in national elections they
would not do well.

It was also believed that since they were not representative,
those secular and other opposition would come out and vote against
them. So the stunning defeat of the government in national elec-

tions set off alarms, including many very nervous in North Africa

and other parts of the Muslim world.

Demands for democratization trouble both autocratic rulers in

the Muslim world and many Western governments. The former
fear any opposition let alone one that clocks itself in values that
Western governments officially cherish and preach, calling for de-

mocracy. For leaders in the West, democracy raises the prospect of

old and reliable friends sometimes referred to as client states being
transformed into more independent and less predictable nations
should Islamists come to rule. That is why we prefer, for example,
to emphasize Tunisia's role with regard to the Peace Accord and
talk about stability but not talk about stability at what cost. I was
happy to see our beginning discussion here today about what in

Tunisia's Presidential elections, Ben Aloi received 99.91 percent of

the vote and in an election in which the only real sort of alter-

native opposition person was arrested before the election. I think
these kinds of issues have to be kept in mind.
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Lack of enthusiasm or support for political liberalization has
been rationalized by the claim that both Arab culture and Islam
are somehow antidemocratic. The proof offered is often the lack of

democratic tradition, most specifically, the paucity of democracies
in the Muslim world.

Why this absence? The political realities of the Muslim world
have not been conducive to the development of democratic tradi-

tions and institutions. European colonial rule and post-independ-
ence national governments headed by military offices, monarchs
and ex-military rulers have contributed to a legacy which has had
little concern for political participation and the building of strong
democratic institutions. Weak economies, illiteracy and high unem-
ployment, especially among the younger generation, exacerbate the

situation, undermining confidence in governments and increasing
the appeal of political Islam.
The trauma of elections has raised the question of whether or not

we are not talking about the hijacking of democracy; that is, that
Islamist groups will advocate democracy in order to come into

power and deny it to others.

The other side of the coin has to be taken into consideration; that
we are often dealing with governments that only believe in risk-

free democracy. That is, those who would say, "We will have elec-

tions as long as there is no danger that there would be a strong
opposition or that we would ever lose power." And I think that is

where there is a real tension within many of the societies. How
many of the governments in the Maghreb, how many of the govern-
ments in the broader Muslim world have strong oppositions histori-

cally? How many
Mr. Johnston. We have got to stop you there.

[The prepared statement of Mr, Esposito appears in the appen-
dix.]

Mr. Johnston. Isn't everybody afraid of a recurrence of Iran? In

other words
Mr. Esposito. Exactly.
Mr. Johnston. They allowed it to happen so they can't take the

chance. I am not siding with Algeria, but they are just scared to

death to take the chance because the very group that gets elected,

part of their platform is to do away with democracy, is it not?
Professor.

Mr. Esposito. It depends on the country. I would say that many
of the more mainstream Islamic groups today do not take—do not
take that position. But I think that the image of Iran and also the

image of current day Sudan raise a lot of serious issues. But I

think we need to look at these countries quite separately.
For example, when we talk about democracy, Western democ-

racy, we never talk about the fact that, well, it is successful in Eu-

rope, but at many times in the 20th century it has been a failure

in Latin America and South America. We never say that this im-

plies that since Latin America and South America are usually re-

garded as very Christian, that there is something about Christian-

ity in that region that is antidemocratic because the West is usu-

ally seen as more secular.

But, with regard to the Arab and Muslim, would we look for easy
answers by saying maybe it is something about Islam. And what
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we forget is that religious cultures, like political ideologies, over
time are subject to transformation and reinterpretation. People
grow and change their positions and their policies. Politicians do it

in the West and in the Muslim world. Ideologues do it, religions do
it.

With regard to policy specifically, and I will try to be brief here.
I want to begin with a statement by a gentleman named Patrick

Bannerman, who is a former diplomat, an analyst for the British

foreign office, and before his untimely death was Her Majesty's Ad-
visor on Islamic Affairs, observed in his "Islam in Perspective,"
"How non-Muslims think of Islam conditions the manner in which
they deal with Muslims, which in turn conditions how Muslims
think of and deal with non-Muslims." I think that is something we
often forget.
The failure to distinguish between avowed extremists who are

committed to the violent overthrow of the prevailing system and
those organizations that have demonstrated a willingness to par-
ticipate within the system, has led often to indiscriminate state re-

pression of both kinds of Islamic organizations. This policy as wit-

nessed in Algeria runs the risk of setting in motion a spiral of state
violence and movement, counterviolence that leads to the creation
of self-fulfilling prophesies, radicalization, terrorism and the polar-
ization of society.
The attempt to indiscriminately suppress or decapitate Islamic

movements as has occurred in Tunisia and Algeria can lead not

only to the break up of Islamic movements, sometimes people call

it the Syrian option, what the Syrians did in 1982, when the gov-
ernment leveled a whole city, but also to the radicalization of mod-
erates and the emergence of armed Islamic groups and other ex-
tremist militias as witnessed in Algeria.

In a more open atmosphere without a common enemy and re-

pression to unite them, many Islamic organizations would fall vic-

tim to the personality and ideological factors and differences that
weaken and divide secular as well as political organizations, rather
than strengthen and unite; in other words, a more open system.
This phenomenon can be seen in the past in countries like Sudan,
Pakistan, Malaysia.

Blurring the distinction between extremists and participatory to

organizations, government's use of arrest and harassment as well
as its attempt to contain and crush the Islamic trend reinforce the

image of an intrusive authoritarian government interested only in

power and weakened a civil society.
It contributes to the growing polarization in society in which citi-

zens are, for all practical purposes, forced to choose sides, and be-
tween a radical fundamentalist threat and the government. The
middle ground erodes in a world in which one is either for or

against.
If one even looks at editorials recently in the newspaper with re-

gard to our own government, you wind up with editorials that

imply that if our Government isn't totally pro the Algerian Govern-
ment, it must mean that they are absolutely pro-Islamist and
therefore pro-terrorism, extremist, et cetera. This results—this
kind of policy, in an Islamic movement in which moderates are in-

creasingly driven to the margins, convinced by experience that par-
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ticipation in the system is no longer a viable option, and what you
wind up with then is militant secularist versus militant Islamists.

Concerns that Islamic movements might use the ballot box to

come to and then, in effect, seize power, hijack democracy, are root-

ed in a realistic possibility. Certainly the recent examples of the Is-

lamic Republic of Iran, of Sudan and of Pakistan offer little reas-

surance.
At the same time, this issue must be balanced by an equal

awareness that many countries in the region are authoritarian
states that believe only in risk-free democracy. Rulers have been
more dependent on military and security apparatus for legitimacy
and stability than the popular support of an electorate.

Too often the lessons of the past have been forgotten. Authoritar-

ian Middle Eastern governments, such as Algeria and Tunisia, re-

gard effective opposition by populous movements whether in the
name of nationalism, socialism or Islam as a threat. They challenge
the power and privilege as well as the way of life of rulers and
elites.

As the turn of the—at the turn of the 21st century, governments
in the region who were genuinely interested in the political and so-

cial development of their countries and not simply retaining power
are challenged to demonstrate their commitment to political liber-

alization and human rights. They must implement policies that dis-

criminate between organizations, secular or Islamic, that directly
threaten the freedom and stability of society and those that are

willing to participate.
Islamic movements are challenged to prove by their actions that

if elected, they will honor the very rights of opposition groups and
minorities that they now demand for themselves. They are chal-

lenged to be as vociferous in their denunciation of extremism and
terrorism done in the name of Islam as they are in the name of

government repression and Western imperialism. Like government,
they must demonstrate an awareness that authoritarianism,
whether religious or secular, in the name of God or the state, is

counterproductive and dangerous.
The U.S. and Western governments that advocate the promotion

of self-determination and democracy should demonstrate by their

policies that they respect the right of any and all religious as well

as secular movements and parties to participate within the political

process. Some Western—officials have taken a sober position. And
here I will quickly refer to the Assistant Secretary Edward
Djerijian, Martin Indyk, Anthony Lake and more recently Ambas-
sador Pelletreau on several occasions have talked about the fact

that Islam is not the enemy, that Islamic movements are not nec-

essarily the enemy, but it is those who wish to seize power, wheth-
er secular or religious.

WHAT DID WE DO WHEN ALGERIA CAME ALONG?

Let me emphasize, there is one problem. And that is, What did

we do when Algeria came along? We froze. And there is a contin-

ued problem, none of the U.S. Government's statements to date, in-

cluding the statement by Ambassador Pelletreau today, do we ever
talk about who the moderates are. We identify the extremists often
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but we never say group "X" or 'T" will be regarded as roughly

being moderate.
And here a particular issue is important. The issue of Rachid

Ghannoushi of Tunisia, the head of the Ennahda, who currently is

living in exile in London and has applied for a visa to the United
States to come to a conference. It seems to me we have to realize

that Ghannoushi is regarded in many parts of the Muslim world

as a moderate.
In recent years, his position has been more and more open to-

ward political liberalization. What we do with regard to

Ghannoushi if we deny him, the delay, let alone a denial, will send

a signal to many in terms of the fact we are still not identifying
who the moderates are. Now, there are those who have pointed out

Ghannoushi has changed his position over the years. But politi-

cians change their position over the years. So the test

Mr. Johnston. Heaven forbid. They
Mr. ESPOSITO. The test then becomes—I was going to name

names but I decided not to. The test then becomes whether
Ghannoushi means what he says. But one of the things we have
to note, I remember once in briefing some of our Ambassadors were

going to North Africa, one of the statements made was. "We know
what people like Ghannoushi say. We don't know what they will

do." On the other hand, we do know what many of the rulers in

the region not only say but what they have done.

So when we compare, for example, the current governments in

Algeria and Tunisia and we compare their track record on political

participation, we do know how they came to power, a coup, their

track record on political participation on allowing opposition, on
human rights. We see actions and deeds that provide a record. And
while I can certainly see reasons for supporting allies, I think we
have to develop a more nuanced approach, as difficult as that may
be. Now, one cannot overlook issues of credibility, but it seems to

me the challenge of credibility has to be applied to all participants,
leaders and governments.

ISLAMIC MOVEMENTS HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE THEY ARE
THE ONLY GAME IN TOWN

Finally, I think what we have to remember is that often Islamic

movements have been as successful as they are because they are

the only game in town. Often they function under governments
that don't allow an opposition or minimal opposition, and move-
ments therefore turn out to be the best organized and most out-

spoken.
In Algeria, it is possible to argue that many who voted for the

FIS were those who were simply casting a protest vote along with

those who did vote for the FIS. I don't want to underestimate the

fact that there are supporters for the FIS and other Islamic move-
ments. But often that support comes from broader constituency.

Opening up the system, allowing other opposition groups to grow
will make for a much more competitive market, A; B, it will force

Islamists, if they do wish to run for office, to in fact be very realis-

tic in the kinds of policies; C, should they come to power, they will

be forced to deal with the realities of a globally interdependent
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world and, in fact, in countries like Algeria, you wouldn't have an-

other Iran,

If the FIS had come to power in Algeria, given the strength of

the military and the police and other sectors of societv, there is no

way that the FIS would have been able to dismantle or to com-

pletely level the society.

OPERATING WITH A DELICATE BALANCE

In conclusion, what I would say is that the challenge that the

United States faces in terms of formulation of policy is operating
with a delicate balance that sends a clear signal to our—to all of

our allies and to Islamic movements out there, that if we, for exam-

ple, believe in democratization, that it is not iust democracy for the

former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, but it is also for the

Maghreb, for the Middle East and the broader Muslim world.

And if we believe in political participation, that it will be political

participation for any and all genuine populous movements, whether
secular or religious. And to send a signal to governments that our

support will be there, but that it is contingent upon having a sense

that these governments, as well as opposition movements, wish to

now move forward and foster the institutions and the political cul-

ture that allow for participation. Otherwise, I am afraid in the

short term, we may have policies that seem to provide for security.

In the long term, we may see the situation unravel.

Thank you.
Mr. Johnston. Before I go to Professor Entelis, did you lobby

Ambassador Pelletreau before he left about the Tunisian visa?

Mr. Esposrro. He has heard my position a number of times in

public and private. I never take cheap shots.

Mr. Johnston. Professor.

STATEMENT OF PROFESSOR JOHN ENTELIS, PROFESSOR OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

Mr. Entelis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What I would like to do is just summarize some of mv findings

and because of time limitations to use the opportunity during the

question-answer to elaborate on some of these points.

NINA continue TO DOMINATE OPPOSITIONAL DISCOURSE AND
ACTIVrrY IN THE MAGHREB

Contrary to widespread expert and public opinion, nonviolent

Islamists in North Africa, what I call NINA, continue to dominate

oppositional discourse and activity in the Maghreb. Despite the

publicity given to militant Islam Algeria and Egypt, the principal
movements of Muslim opposition in Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia

subscribe to a nonviolent transfer of national political power.
The region's three most influential organizations, Abdessalam

Yassine's Justice and Charity Group in Morocco, Rachid
Ghannoushi's an-Nahdah, the renaissance movement in Tunisia,
and the Islamic Salvation Front headed by Abassi Madani and Ali

Belhadj in Algeria are in fact moderate in political orientation.

They constitute the most popular powerful movements in political

opposition in North Africa today in spite of the fact all three are

officially banned by their governments.
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Neither government oppression in Tunisia nor civil war in Alge-
ria nor monarchical intimidation as in Morocco has extinguished
the support for these groups by large numbers of North African

peoples, especially by those living on the margins of their societies

but all those who represent the region's elites. Yet, the situation

is daily being challenged by extremist groups emerging within

movements such as the MIA, and the AIS, as well as by those cre-

ated outside of them such as GIA.
For their part, government hard-liners have instituted their own

radical solutions ranging from intensified political repression, as in

Tunisia, to expanded domestic surveillance of suspected groups by
the Ministry of the Interior in Morocco, to applying brutal force in

the form of state-sponsored death squads, civilian executions and

political assassinations in Algeria.

HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES AND CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN THE
MAGHREB HAVE RISEN DRAMATICALLY

As a consequence, human rights abuses and civil rights viola-

tions in the Maghreb have risen dramatically in recent years as the

reports of both Amnesty International and Middle East Watch have
so convincingly demonstrated. In Algeria alone, for example, there

have been more than 10,000 deaths resulting from the civil vio-

lence since the military coup d'etat in January 11, 1982.

Should incumbent governments succeed in completely eliminat-

ing NINA groups from the political landscape, the former will be

faced with a serious political vacuum whose only outcome will be

greater political instability and social uncertainty. In short, while

popular support for NINA is holding, it is being challenged daily

from above by recalcitrant government elites and from below by
radical Frencn groups prone to violence. Should NINA itself be

forced under or radicalized into violence, the prospect for social sta-

bility and political democracy in North Africa are unlikely in the

near and intermediate future.

Recent developments in the region provide slight hope that the

trends described above may soon be moderating. This optimism is

based on the release from prison on September 13 of Abassi

Madani and Ali Belhadj, the two leaders of FIS. Although they
have been placed under house arrest, the release after 3 years of

incarceration on trumped-up charges is the first visible sign that

the ruling military junta in Algiers is beginning to moderate its

hard-line policy toward the most important influential opposition
movement in Algeria.
This may press an expansion of the political dialogue that the

government initiated back on August 21 and restarted September
20 with five minor oppositional movements that are listed on my
paper, HAMAS, an-Nahdah, MDA and PRA.
What remains still in doubt, however, are the implications of the

above developments on the resolution of the western Sahara con-

flict which is about to enter its third decade. In the past 2 months,
relations between Algeria and Morocco, the leading partners in the

so-called Arab Maghreb Union, have deteriorated to the lowest

point since the middle 1970's. The land frontier between both coun-

tries has been completely closed to each other's nationals in the

aftermath of several violent incidents, including a bloody robbery
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attack on the Marrakesh Hotel and the discovery of a heavily
armed band of Algerian-trained terrorists plotting to overthrow the

government.

POLITICAL TENSIONS BEGAN TO ESCALATE BACK EN JUNE 1992

Political tensions began to escalate back in June 1992 when
Boudiaf was returned to Algeria from a 30-year period of self-im-

posed exile in Morocco to assume the Algerian Presidency and who
was known to be favorable to Morocco's interpretation of the Saha-
ran dispute was assassinated by his personal bodyguard.

Algiers expressed shock and pleaded ignorance. Rabat called the

killings an execution and blamed the Algerian military. Develop-
ments since his death have only exacerbated relations, making
even more complicated a peaceful resolution of the western Sahara
conflict.

As I continue on in the paper, I outline an analytical division

that I believe exists in the development of Islamic movements in

North Africa, between those that I call religious, the reformist and
radical. Religious movements are those that I define as being com-
mitted to essentially cultural and educational issues, working to, in

a kind of a bottom-up approach, to political change.
Reformists movements, on the other hand, are the ones that take

politics seriously, that seek to engage the political system toward
a social and political change but through nonviolent democratic
wavs.
And the third category of radical militant Islamists are those

who reject altogether the political process and seek to change the

system through violence.

SITUATION IN TUNISIA

In looking at the situations in three countries of North Africa, let

me quickly look at the situation in Tunisia. The Government of Tu-
nisia is determined to extinguish completely all vestiges of political

Islam in the country. Through a combination of coercion, imprison-
ment, torture, administrative detention, surveillance, and co-

optation, the Government of Tunisia is pursuing a policy of total

eradication which leaves no possibility of compromise. Such policies
are being supplemented with a strategy of cultural transformation,

political socialization and national education intended to produce
"new" Tunisian men and women who will be committed to Western
secular values. The ultimate goal is the creation of a modern state,
that is, a Westem-tvpe State.

For 50 years, Habib Bourguiba pursued exactly such a strategy.
The result was the emergence of an-Nahdah. There is no reason to

believe that the less charismatic Ben Ali, heading a government
that lacks the national project, can be any more successful.

In its latest report on Tunisian human rights situation back in

January 1994, Amnesty International has severely criticized the

treatment of Islamic political prisoners. The number of interviews
I have had with Islamic human rights activists in Tunisia and oth-

ers have confirmed the position stated in the Amnesty Inter-

national report.
In response to such criticisms, the Government of Tunisia argues

that tough policies have ensured economic growth, improved living
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standards, and protected social advances, such as the integration
of women into public and economic life. The crisis in Algeria has
reaffirmed the view of Ben Ali's admirers overseas that only a cau-

tious and firm approach can help Tunisia contain the challenge of

populous Islam and deliver economic development. Radical Islam
has been driven underCTound with the results of the March 20,
1994 parliamentary and Presidential elections offering a cautious

opening to the mainstream opposition.

However, had Moncef Marzouki, the former President of the
Human Rights League, been allowed by the authorities to stand

against Ben Ali in the Presidential elections, this would have been
a truer test of the government's sincerity about opening up the po-
litical process. In any case, if the economic gains can be sustained,
the government argues, Tunisia may one day boast success in the

region more often associated with stunted growth and disappointed
popular aspirations.
Independent observers of the Tunisian political scene are less re-

assured by the sweeping electoral '/ictories of by Ben Ali and his

ruling RCD in the March 20 elections. The RCD now controls 144
of the 163 seats in the newly enlarged parliament by 99.91 percent

margin. Ben Ali was reelected for another 5-year term as Presi-

dent.

ELECTION RESULTS HAVE CREATED A DEEP POLITICAL VACUUM

Rather than providing a renewed sense of political confidence in

the country's unique brand of Ben Ali-esque democracy, the elec-

tion results have created a deep political vacuum. Such a trans-

parently manipulated exercise has made a mockery of the so-called

legitimate opposition in parliament, which finds itself demoralized
and discredited in the eyes of most Tunisians. Both the political
and socioeconomic terrain still seem propitious NINA influence in

Tunisia today not withstanding or because of the country's current
favorable economic performance and the maintenance of the tight,
and at times, brutal security apparatus.
Because of time limitation, I will skip over the section on Mo-

rocco but come back to that if there are questions. And conclude
with the situation in Algeria because of its importance and because
of its implications for U.S. foreign policv.

It is uncertain how deeply anchored, the GIA, that is, the most

militant, if not terrorist, groups is among Algerian youth and oth-

ers who might become potential supporters, if not activists, in the
arms struggle. What is less in doubt, however, is the impact that
the army enforcement measures are having on politicalization the

otherwise inert and indifferent youth who live in the slums of large

Algerian cities. The principal beneficiary here of this political back-
lash has been the MIA and NIS, but also the FIS.

As the violence—as the level of violence has escalated, govern-
ment forces have applied a policy of ratissage or police sweeps, tor-

ture and mass arrests which have turned the poor from popular
neighborhoods directly against the state.

In this squalor of Eucalyptus, a run-down suburban city 8 kilo-

meters south of central Algiers, the arrest of people like Youssef,
whose only interests are in sports and American movies, reverber-

ates throughout the neighborhoods politicizing the youth. As a
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firsthand observer has reported, "the practice of torturing the

young men of poor neighborhoods who are otherwise httle poHti-
cized gives credibiHty to the Islamic discourse about the

dehgitimization of the state."

Arrest, humiHation, torture, these form the image of street

youths from the tough and deprived neighborhoods Hke that such
as Eucalyptus, Such practices enhance the appeal of Abdelkader
Chebouti and other Islamic militants who are viewed as heroes by
the urban underclass.

In the imagination of the most impoverished youth, the period
when the FIS was elected to govern local municipalities back in

1990 is considered the golden days in comparison with current con-
ditions. From the perspective of the urban poor, the FIS is credited
for providing order and efficiency through a system of social dis-

cipline, equal justice for all and swift punishment. Such measures
were appreciated by those living in fear and intimidation of street

toughs, petty criminals and troublemakers.
There is a widespread feeling of rage against the authorities in

power and a corresponding delegitimization of a broad range of po-
litical groupings including the FLN and others. For the poor and
the hopeless, the FIS represents the armed struggle to provide jus-
tice for those who participated in the October 1988 riots of which
the poor were a central part. The suspension of the December 26,
1991 legislative elections simply added to their existing rage.
The mobilization of youth behind the FIS has little to do with

knee-jerk reaction to Islamism, and instead reflects a respect for

the concrete accomplishments of the FIS in the areas of daily con-
cern for the inhabitants of neighborhoods similar to Eucalyptus—
crime, jobs, sanitation, health, law and order.

While the armed struggle is being fought between a triad of in-

creasingly violent if not brutal forces, the army, the MIA and the

GIA, the political wing of Islam or Islamism, FIS, seeks to main-
tain its predominance as the premiere movement of political oppo-
sition in Algeria today. Its efforts to maintain a convincingly non-
violent posture, however, are becoming increasingly more difficult,

especially as events on the ground overrides the control of any one
movement or individual.

The release of three second-tier FIS officials from prison, along
with the placing of under house arrest of Madani and Belhadj on

September 13, reflect the increased pressures being felt by mod-
erates on both sides of the political divide as they combat simulta-

neously against hard-liners within their own quarters while at the
same time trying to maintain the integrity of their political position
in the larger struggles to control Algerian state society.

President Zeroual's opening is both a gamble and an opportunity
as the immediate reactions of some hard-liners like Redha Malek,
and movements like the Algerian Assembly of Democratic Women
clearly demonstrated. So, too, for NINA leaders like Madani who
followed up his release with a firm rejection of an invitation to par-
ticipate in the national dialogue established by the regime to rec-

oncile political differences.
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SIX CONDITIONS THAT WOULD HAVE TO BE MET BEFORE A DIALOGUE
COULD TAKE PLACE WITH FIS

In a letter that Madani sent to Zeroual, he clearly stated the six

conditions that would have to be met before a dialogue could take

place with FIS: One, the installation of a neutral government until

elections could determine a legitimate government; two, the

relegalization of FIS, which had been banned in March 1992; three,
the lifting of the state of emergency; four, the proclamation of a

general amnesty; five, the cessation of all judicial and police pro-

ceedings against Islamist; and six, the return of the army back to

the barracks. GIA spokesmen have rejected completely Zeroual's

gesture of reaffirming the group's "complete opposition to" what

they say "any reconciliation, any truce, any dialogue with renegade
governments."
The debate within the Islamic camp between the societal ap-

proach to the Islamization of society achieved through education,
social activities and cultural programs, that is, those who will take
a religious point of view and the status approach involving direct

participation, that is, the reformists, seems to have been bypassed
by the ongoing armed struggle taking place between the Islamic

militants and government hard-liners. Daily killings and assassina-

tions by government death squads as well as Islamic terrorists

have paralyzed Algerian state and society.
The nonviolent strand of Algerian Islamism is at a tragic cross-

roads. Few can correctly influence the course of events. An ac-

knowledgment of the legitimacy of NINA grievances representing
as they do a large swath of the Algerian mass public who reside

in large and medium-sized cities could give hope that an alter-

native to violence has direct political payoffs.
At this point, an embittered, an embattled society faces a stark

and frightening future. While Western governments may like to see

liberal secularists who have broad-base political support come to

the fore, the fact of the matter is no such possibility exists in the

near future.

NINA represents the best hope for the transition to a nonviolent,
democratic order ensconced within an Islamic social-cultural frame-
work. And according to testimony this morning by Secretary
Pelletreau, it appears that some recognition of this Algerian reality
is forcing a shift in U.S. foreign policy toward Algeria.

It is clear that the ruling army regime is suffering a serious loss

of legitimacy at a time when both its political and economic cap-
itals are dangerously depleted. There is little expectation that

much political or financial help from the outside will come any time

soon, not withstanding the May 1994 IMF program for nearly $1
billion in new credit facilities. For its part, the FIS is pursuing a

two-track strategy of political pressures and armed coercion in

order that the military dimension will quickly be put aside once the

democratic process is restarted; a process from which it still feels

confident that it can profit.
Whether the GIA and other extremist elements will undermine

this effort has yet to be determined. The killing of Djaafar a year
and a half ago and Gousmi this past month may weaken the GIA
temporarily. But as long as the fundamental factors that first led
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millions of Algerians to overwhelmingly support the Islamists are
not rectified: Political authoritarian, central economy, bureaucratic

mismanagement, cultural insensitivity, then whatever short-term

military successes are achieved may quickly be overtaken by an-
other round of extremism for which the NINA of Algeria could
themselves be victim.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Entelis appears in the appendix.]
Mr. Johnston. Professor Esposito, I am keeping a close eye on

the clock. We have 22 minutes here. If you could stay with us.
Is there any element that you two disagree on?
Mr. Esposito. Not in terms of what I have heard this afternoon,

no.

Mr. Entelis I don't think so.

Mr. Esposito. No.
Mr. Johnston, I assume then on the Algerian elections, if we

could relive them, the government made a serious mistake.
Mr. Entelis. They made a serious mistake. I think this is prob-

ably the only way in which they can step back. There is still a pos-
sibility that they could step back.
Mr. Johnston. Even with the right-wing army looking over their

shoulder the whole time? Because this was a brave move just
bringing these two men and putting them under house arrest.
Mr. Entelis. Well, I think it has become clear that if something

isn't done very soon that moderates or nonviolent types, govern-
ment, and among the Islamists, if something doesn't happen very
soon that they will be bypassed by the hard-liners in the govern-
ment and by the hard-liners within the Islamists. So there has a
mutual interest for those—these forces, these moderate forces to

collaborate, and that we should at this juncture be supportive of
this effort.

WE SHOULD BE MUCH MORE VISIBLE AND MUCH MORE OUT FRONT IN
THIS EFFORT

I think we should be much more visible and much more out front
in this effort so that they can feel confident that ultimately they
will be successful in this effort. Otherwise, the militants are still

out there, and the assassination of one militant leader or another
is not going to make much of a difference on the overall tendency.
Mr. Esposito. If I can give an example of part of the problem.

Recently I was at a conference in South Africa, of all places in
terms of what we would normally talk about, and it was on Islam
and South Africa and civil society. What was interesting to me was
having a young member of Tunisia's an-Nahdah group come up to

me and say: I have always been a strong supporter of Rachid
Ghannoushi but I can't support him in the same way. The govern-
ment has decapitated our movement. We have been imprisoned and
tortured. Our women have been imprisoned and tortured as a way
to get back at us. Some kind of more militant response has to be

forthcoming.
I think one of the things that I worry about in the Algerian case

and in—with regard to other situations is not only the question of
radical groups emerging, not only the question of, let's say, some
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of the moderates being radicalized, but in fact many of the mod-

erates, if it goes on too long.
We don't work in the human factor. Most human beings, if bru-

talized long enough, respond. They either cower or they respond in

kind. And so the risk is that not only we will have to deal with the

radical groups but that you wait long enough and then if so-called

moderates come into power, the situation will have been so polar-
ized within the society that where do you go from here?

Mr. Entelis. I can add a further example that would support
that point of view. There has not been, in the case of Tunisia, a

movement of any significance that has taken a violent approach to-

ward social change, an Islamic movement, at least.

And because of the way the situation has evolved these several

years, for the first time a new movement has been created whose

only purpose is in fact to challenge an-Nahdah toward a violent

strategy of political change. The name they have taken is the same
name as in Algeria, FIS, the Front Islamique du Salut, headed by
one Mohamed Ali el-Horani, whose name I have never heard be-

fore. They have a publication that appears from Vienna and that

challenges Ghannoushi for his policy of "peaceful confrontation."

So it seems to me now we are beginning to see the early signs
in an environment which historically has been fairly peaceful, Tu-

nisia, toward militancy and violence. Where that will go, it seems
to me, is very dependent upon the government's policies.

Mr. Johnston. I guess—I was going to ask you on NINA, what
should the United States do?
Mr. ESPOSITO. I think the attitude

Mr. Johnston. The perception of the United States toward the

Muslim world is very distorted, I think, in part because of Iran,

Sudan, and in part because of the American movies. I think that

has had a great deal to do with public opinion. I know I had a very
distorted view until I met with Professor Azizab
Mr. EsposiTO. Yes.

Mr. Johnston. And another man from Schenectady, asking such

insulting questions like, does your wife drive a car, and things like

that because of the perception I got from Desert Storm and our

troops in Saudi Arabia. And also with the perception that you could

not have a Muslim judge in a secular position because he would go
to the Koran before he would go to the local code. She kind of blew
me out on that one saying—but how do you change our views and
what views should we have toward the moderate Muslim world?
Mr. ESPOSITO. Well, I think the—if this policy in Algeria is sus-

tained, that is, one of a more nuanced appreciation of the situation,

an encouragement of—on the part of the U.S. Grovernment—that

the Algerian Government, talk to the Islamic opposition, I think

this is an important first step.

However, I think it also needs to go beyond Algeria to indicate

that we are not taking this position because Algeria is not terribly

important in the larger scheme of American military-economic-po-
litical interests. In the case of Egypt, our interests are much deep-

er, we are less willing to be so forthcoming. So it would signal

something significant if, in the case of Tunisia and Morocco as well,

we articulated the same kind of nuanced position on Algeria re-

85-770 - 95 - 2
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garding the opposition; that governments should open up and talk

to moderate Islamist movement.
I didn't hear, for example, Bob Pelletreau suggest that this

should be taking place in Tunisia. Our current policy is construc-

tive in Algeria and that is fine, but that is because the situation

has gotten so desperate. It seems to me if the situation in Tunisia
became desperate and we wouldn't be in a position to dialogue with

anyone because we have effectively cut ourselves off since we are

pretty much following the line of the Tunisian Government.

muslim world believes that u.s. policy is 0^fe of "selective
democracy"

What you do hear in the region, and I mean across the Muslim
world—I have done work and traveled recently anywhere from
North Africa to Southeast Asia, is people believing that U.S. policy
is one of "selective democracy," that there is a double standard
with regard to democracy, and of course Bosnia comes up all the

time, you know, as compared to other countries in which we inter-

vene.
In particular what I find fascinating is that there is more talk

across the Muslim world about the clash of civilizations. Every
place you go, no matter what topic you are talking on, if you don't

address it, somebody in the audience accuses you of being decep-
tively pro-American because you are not addressing that issue.

There is more writing about it reflecting a kind of general belief

within the region that the perception that the United States—in

particular, the sense is that the perception among policymakers is

one that does see a kind of confrontation between Islam and the

West; that does see Muslims as the others. And so with regard to

our political policies, or the policy of France with regard to whether
or not young women can cover their head in school, people wind up
pushing back and really believe that a clash of civilizations or "Is-

lamic threat" mentality is where we are coming from.
And so I think that the more enlightened position on Algeria is

important, but it does have to be related then to Tunisia and to

other countries. I sometimes feel that people in government don't

even read their own State Department Human Rights reports, let

alone International Human Rights reports.
Mr. Johnston. Particularly, probably on Tunisia.
Mr. Esposrro. Tunisia and some of our other very close allies.

You have international reports on some of our closest allies in the

region which begin with the heading: "10 years of torture." Well,
I think that is—we have to start thinking about what that means
and what signals it sends.
Mr. Johnston, A lot of that was driven by the cold war, though.

You know, if you said you are anti-Communist, we ran in with a
blank check.

Mr. Esposrro. And now I think there is a sense among some that
if you simply talk about the fundamentalist fanatic—eight years
ago when I would travel in the Muslim world, many people in gov-
ernment as well as outside, would be very upset at the idea of talk-

ing about fundamentalism and fundamentalist fanatics. They feel

this is the way the West
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Mr. Johnston. To our credit, Somalia was an all-Muslim coun-

try, you know. We came in there and saved 400,000 Somalians
from starving to death at $1V2 billion.

Mr. EsPOSlTO. That is right.
Mr. Johnston. Let me be the devil's advocate to these two peo-

ple that came to my office. I have a big map in my office of the

world, and it is the Islamic world and it is colored and everything.
And I said show me how many democracies you have got in the Is-

lamic world, and you have to admit, there are not many. And so

you go back to the Koran, and is that the reason? Is it their reli-

gion or is it their culture or is it their history?
Mr. ESPOSITO. I would argue that the issue is really as follows:

If you take a region, most of which goes through two centuries of

colonial rule and the colonialists were not exactly anxious to de-

velop political institutions, then you take a region, much of which
was artificially carved up and, many of whose rulers were either

put in their place or legitimated by the West. You take a region
in which Western governments, for, at times, understandable rea-

sons, but Western governments have been happy, especially during
the cold war period, to support regimes that did not develop politi-

cal institutions and a culture for participation. And remember,
these are all secular regimes. These weren't rulers referring to the

Koran to
Justify

what they were doing. They were secular leaders.

Now, what you have is a situation in which if you look at the re-

gion, the question of authoritarianism is not just a question of reli-

gion spawning it. It is secular. In many of the countries in the

broader Arab and Muslim world, given the political realities, if a

group came to power tomorrow, whether it was secular or Islamic,

the first thing it would do is arrest the opposition.
Mr. Johnston. Feeling
Mr. EsPOSiTO. And announce for at least a year we need time to

stabilize. We don't have the right institutions, et cetera. And so on

this issue, I

Mr. Johnston. That is sub-Saharan Africa, in many instances.

We go back to my other question and U.S. policies. Should U.S.

policies be changed substantially worldwide when it comes to—I

mean, do we give to the State Department an exam on Amnesty
International?
Mr. Entelis. I think we have an advantage because historically

speaking, we don't carry a lot of excess baggage with the Islamic

world. We colonized them. If you could contexturalize the Iranian

experience as one should and understand it for what it was, then

I think the opportunities in the Islamic world are enormous for

very productive, mutually beneficial relations.

And in the case of Somalia is a cage in point. The case of Algeria

today, as we are changing that policy, and other places dem-
onstrate that there are significant differences here and that we
don't have a legacy of antagonism and of colonialism there that

what only—what stops us is really our own limitations as we define

them.
Mr. Johnston. Let me talk about Morocco a second. I know you

skipped it over, and your treatise here is just magnificent. But 1

get the impression that there have been some improvements in

human rights. They tore down their infamous prison there.
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Mr. Entelis. Interesting things are happening there and espe-

cially in terms of the question of Islamic opposition. At least there
the opportunity for public discourse on these questions is now
available.

Mr. Johnston. It is?

Mr. Entelis. Yes. You don't have to read the foreign press to

find out what is going on in Morocco, which is usually the case in

Tunisia or Algeria, That is a very important first step. So that the
Islamic political opposition is publishing newspapers and comment-
ing about the Moroccan Islamic situation, not commenting on the
Tunisian one. I think that is an important development along with
the development on human rights.
Mr. Johnston. The king is still sacred. I was going to say sacred

cow, but that may offend some—might not be politically correct.

Mr. Entelis. Yes. Everyone understands that, you know, you
don't attack the king. That is easy enough to avoid. But you can
almost attack anything after the king.
Mr. Johnston. The Front.
Mr. Entelis. Yes. Boustri is there to attack. You don't have to

attack the king. You attack Boustri. You can't question the Sahara
question. You can't question the Islamic nature of Morocco and you
can't question the king. After those three things, you can question
anything, and they do.

Mr. Johnston. Do they have a relatively independent judiciary?
Mr. Entelis. Relatively independent and quite active and becom-

ing more active. Elections have taken place in the last 2 years, year
and a half, which are still compromised. People have a lot of prob-
lems with it, but it is a movement forward. The Islamic, as I said,
dimension has been given opportunity to express itself unlike any-
where else in North Africa. So on the one hand, there are some op-

portunities developing; on the other hand, there is sort of a lot of

politics as usual. So there is a certain frustration that people have
in looking at the "bravad" because of this duality that they see.

Mr. Johnston. What happens when the king dies?

Mr. Entelis. Well, I think it won't be as catastrophic as people
once thought if these developments continue as they are going now.
If the economic changes and the political changes and the kind of

evolutionary way are maintained, there is a certain amount of

hope. But there is a great deal of poverty. There is a great deal of

injustice and inequality. And those kinds of problems, it doesn't

matter, whoever is in power would have difficulties with. So I think
there will be difficulties for Morocco regardless of who is in power
because of its economic and social situation.

Mr. EsPOSiTO. I would like to just make one point about a ques-
tion you were asking us just before that and to point out that how-
ever critical at times we may feel that some in the Muslim world
are of the United States, in fact, to reinforce what John Entelis

said, most in the Muslim world, whether secular or Islamically ori-

ented, want good relations with the West. It is just very clear.

THE MAJORITY WANT A GOOD RELATIONSHIP

Sometimes it is a kind of love-hate relationship, but it is under-
standable. But the majority want a good relationship. And I think,
for example, the response to America's policy on Algeria in the last
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month or two, you find many, many across the Mushm world feel-

ing that that was a very healthy response. Many believe that the
American response led to sort of goad France into the now shift

that seems to be taking place in France and see that as a very posi-
tive sign.
Mr. Johnston. I like your term, though. We did freeze. I mean,

we became catatonic when they set aside this election and all of a

sudden set up a different standard in the world.

Mr. EsPOSiTO. Dick Murphy in the Congressional Quarterly
talked about the fact that the problem was when Algeria carried,
it was sort of unthinkable and everybody became paralyzed. What
do we do now? How do we respond?
Mr. Johnston. Professor, let me read from one of your articles,

which is very unfair, I guess. You said in recent decades many
Muslims have indeed accepted the notion of democracy but differed

as to the precise meaning. Muslim interpretations of democracy
built on the well-established Iranic concept of consultation but

place varying emphasis on the extent to which the people are able

to exercise this duty. Where does Algeria fall into this definition

that you have?
Mr. ESPOSITO. It is very interesting. I was saying to John Enteiis

just before we began, that you find for example, Madani—Abbasi
Madani—talking about consultation, elections, et cetera. It used to

be that one found isolated statements by, in contrast, Ali Bolhadj,

condemning democracy. On the other hand, in a recent publication
of Belhadj that came out while he was in prison, you find Belhadj

moving a bit toward the Madani position, talking about the peo-

ple's right to choose their ruler, talking about the need for freedom.

Again, whether or not Belhadj himself really means that, is the

question. But I think one does see in Algeria a movement in that

direction. I tend to see the majority of Algerian Islamists, in terms
of the way in which they are reinterpreting their tradition and

coming to grips with political liberalization and democracy, as

being behind some others like Ghannoushi of Tunisia. But I think

there are reasons for that that have to do with the political context.

The Algerian ambassador, the one that is here, is being recalled.

But he gave me some optimism when I asked him if the men under
house arrest could be released. He said that that would bo the next

step.
I guess they have to build a constituency for each thing tboy do

with their right wing. He says right now, though, they do have ac-

cess to some people, not all of the people in exile, though, liave

been able to come back.

Congressman Payne.
Mr. Payne. Unfortunately, as ypu can see, I have been torn

to

Mr. Johnston. You have been voting and I haven't.

Mr. Paynk. But this is certainly an area that I am interested in

learning more about and will certainly read your papers very thor-

oughly. And if it is appropriate, I may ask to call you by telephone
or to put something in writing to both of you to ask for some fur-

ther clarification. I think it is an area we really have to come to

grips with. We have to deal with it.
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But, of course, the answer is if we can move development in

areas that have been shut out, if we could sort of have a equalizing
of the resources of the world, we would find the best—the best com-
bat against right-wingism, if all people are treated justly and if re-

sources from those areas that have, would be shared with those
areas that do not have, I think we would diffuse much of the right-

wing. Because if people are—are feeling they have an opportunity,
then you have a more difficult time organizing them into a regime
that is antisocial and destructive.

But if people feel shut out, that no one is listening, that no one
cares in their country or the world in general, then we find that
these problems fester and become more and more difficult.

WESTERN COUNTRIES TO BE MORE UNDERSTANDING

I just hope that there could be some way that we could have
leaders become a little more open, that we can get the people,
Western countries to be more imderstanding. Like I said, what is

happening in France right now I think is a pity, a shame and it

does not nelp when we see the groups grasp on to despots who
use—we will use an example like that to continue to organize peo-

ple. But I appreciate your testimony and will study it thoroughly.
Thank you.
Mr. Johnston. Professor Esposito, I got 1 minute. I am looking

at the clock.

Your prognosis about the region, should Islamic regimes come to

power, you seemed a little uncertain what might happen. You say,

too, these regimes will face many of the same problems in dealing
with democracy that the current regimes face. Could you comment
a little further on that idea? Again, the fear of the unknown.
Mr. Esposito. Yes. I think that, for example, the concern about

authoritarianism emerging is a real concern. But again, I think
that whether it would be a secular group coming or religious group
right now, that would be an issue.

I think that what we really have to come to realize is that a proc-
ess has to be allowed to play out. The process of modernization and
democratization in the West, of moving from monarchies, divine

monarchies to nation states was one that involved risk. It involved
troubled times. And I think part of what we are going to see in the
Muslim world, whether it is now or in the future, is a playing out

of that process. And it is a period of experimentation and there will

be failures along with successes. So I think it is very hard to crys-
tal ball.

But I would say whether you had a secular or religious move-
ment coming to power, there would be real issues about what the

nature of that movement would be. I would say that I think that

if the process is opened up, there is more of a chance of a more

peaceful transition occurring, whereas I think that if one simply
uses repression, then the risk is really just simply putting the lid

on and then at a certain point the lid blows.

Mr. Johnston. I will be quick. Why are Iran and Sudan aberra-

tions and not the status quo of an era—I mean, an Islamic country
taking over?
Mr. Esposito. That has a
Mr. Johnston. In 30 seconds.
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Mr. ESPOSITO. Twenty-five words or less.

IRANIAN EXPERIENCE WAS AN EXPERIENCE THAT IS VERY DIFFERENT
FROM MANY OTHER MUSLIM COUNTRIES

I think that the Iranian experience was an experience that is

very different from many other MusHm countries. It is different
from Egypt, it is different from Algeria with its own sort of set of

experiences. I think that what happened after the revolution, what
allowed Iran to develop the way it did was that you not only had
a roundup of opposition people, but many of the sort of opposition,
potential opposition fled the country.

I think that the Sudanese situation is a different situation also,
but let me—let me end on this note which will not go down very
well with many people. I think we have to avoid a tendency to sim-

ply find an easy answer in demonizing Sudan and Iran. Iran is far

more complex than we sometimes allow. Many of the issues that
we raise with regard to Iran, if we want to talk about political par-
ticipation, human rights, rights of women, compare Iran's record to

some other countries in the region that are our allies and we see

that, you know, there is a little bit more to Iran than we want to

give credit for.

I find the same thing to be true with regard to the Sudan. In
some recent hearings that I was involved in, it seems to me there
was a kind of quick fix here the way we had years ago with Qa-
dhafi. We take a country like Sudan and suddenly we totally de-
monize Sudan. While I have very serious questions about some of
what is going on in Sudan, on the other hand, a lot of the accusa-
tions about what is going on in Sudan, remain unsubstantiated.
Some of them have been out there for 2 and 3 years. If you press
those that are making the accusations in the region as well as in

our Government for hard evidence, the last 2 years, you often don't

see that kind of hard evidence.
Mr. Entelis. Could I just add quickly before we leave, John, be-

cause I am interested in your—both Iran and Sudan came to

power, those governments came to power through either military
coup or revolution.

The opportunity of the Algerian experience was to show how an
Islamic government comes to power in a nonviolent fashion. That
was an opportunity that we hadn't experienced before and that was
missed. So the emphasis should be on how do we—how do we get
to power? That is why it is crucial about letting these elements

participate, because the ones that will—that will succeed then will

be the militant ones, whose then legitimacy will be based on the

military or revolutionary ideology which we will have difficulty
with.
Mr. Esposrro. Because if you shut out Islamist movements, they

will feel they should seize power.
Mr. Johnston. Professor, thank you very much.
Mr. EsPOsrro. Thank you.
Mr. Johnston. Both of you, this has been very, very helpful,

very informative. We sincerely appreciate it.

Mr. Entelis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Johnston. Thank you.
Mr. Entelis. Thank you.
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Mr. Johnston. Professor Esposito, some time if I could have
lunch with you to talk about Sudan?
Mr. Esposito. Sure.

Mr. Johnston. I need some more help.
Mr. Esposito. Sure. Be glad to.

Thanks very much.
Mr. Johnston. Thank you, sir.

[Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]



APPENDIX

OPENING STATEMENT

HEARING ON NORTH AFRICA

CONGRESSMAN DONALD M. PAYNE

Thank you Mr. Chairman, I congratulate you

for setting up this hearing before the 103rd

Congress adjourns. There are several new

developments that require our oversight.

I speak mainly of the breakthrough on the

referendum scheduled for February 14, 1995 to

determine whether or not we will have a free and

independent Western Sahara.

(37)
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As you know a compromise was finally

agreed upon last May which provides that eligible

voters will include people living in the region in

1974. I understand that the OAU is involved in

the registration process which is now moving

along on schedule. However, as we approach

this subject I hope we do not forget that the right

for self determination of the people of Western

Sahara is long over due. In 1975 when Spain

withdrew its control, Morocco and Mauritania

immediately occupied the country. There was no

public outcry when thousands of fleeing Sahrawis

were bombed and napalmed by the Moroccan Air

Force.
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Since that time Mauritania has withdrawn and

Morocco has built a wall of sand around Western

Sahara cutting it off from the Polisario Front, that

represents the Sahrawis people. We remember

the "Green March" promoted by Morocco to fill

the captured land with Moroccan people, and

then the building of better housing, health clinics

and other improvements, ail to win the hearts and

minds of the Sahrawis people that remained

behind.

We have seen similar situations when the

dominant power has the power to determine

elections, and we find fairness is not always

followed.
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Thanks to the continuing work of the United

Nations this type of unfairness now may not have

to be addressed. So, I hope we remember what

happened in Namibia under the domination of

South Africa where many situations had to be

corrected before a fair and free election could be

held. The United Nations must remain firm in

carrying out the new agreement. I look forward

to hearing more on the progress regarding this

issue from our distinguished panel.

Regarding Algeria we had a recent hearing on

the crisis there last March. I was concerned that

our panelists were not balanced in their

presentations at that time.
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Let us recall the cancelation of the 1992

elections by the Algerian Government that nnight

have produced an Islamist Government. The

response of our Administration at that time was

one of silent approval. It was disappointing to

see our country silently condone this action, while

at the same time making democracy and free

elections one of the pillars of our foreign policy.

Now, I feel we have evaluated this situation

and despite the media hype on militant Islam, we

may feel that the principal movement of Muslim

opposition in Algeria, the Islamic Salvation Front

(FIS), is of moderate political orientation, and

would prefer a non-violent transfer to democracy.
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I am looking forward to hearing the

Administration's present position on this matter.

Also, of interest will be any update on Chad

where the present military government continues

to postpone preparing for elections, and oppress

the southern Christian and animist tribes.

I want to congratulate the Chairman and

committee staff again on assembling this

distinguished panel, and I look forward to today's

hearing.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR NEAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

ROBERT H. PELLETREAU
BEFORE THE

HOUSE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NORTH AFRICA

SEPTEMBER 28, 1994

Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the

committee. I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss with you the

United States' pohcy towards, and our relations with the countries of North

Africa.

North Africa is in many ways a microcosm of the developing world. Its

societies are at different stages of economic development, and are responding

in different ways to the demands being made on their governments for

political participation and economic well-being. Algeria confronts a violent

insurgency brought on in part by the failure of the promises of revolutionary

socialism; it highlights the challenges posed by political Islam. Libya is a

rogue state rightly sanctioned by the international community for sponsoring

unpardonable acts of terrorism. Tunisia and Morocco, more traditional

states with a history quite divergent from that of their neighbors, are facing

the challenges of development in their own unique fashion.

President Clinton and Secretary Christopher have outlined the broad

basic principles that frame our foreign policy: the promotion of democracy

and of respect for human rights together with the fostering of market-led

economic development and the encouragement of regional policies that

promote stability. As will become clear in the course of my testimony, Mr.

Chairman, those principles animate and are fully integrated into U.S. policy

toward the states of the Maghreb.
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Mr. Chairman, before moving on to address the specifics of oux relations

with the countries of the region, I'd like to say a few words about the

phenomenon of political Islam or Islamic fundamentalism in North Africa.

This tendency ~ it is too diflFuse and varied to be called a movement— shows

a variety of faces in the Maghreb, ranging from violent confrontation in

Algeria to nuanced forms of interaction with traditional leadership in

Morocco. Local conditions largely determine the character of each country's

Islamists and we on the outside need to be careful to avoid sweeping

characterizations of a complex phenomenon.

While a major component of political Islam in the Maghreb is

dissatisfaction with socio-economic conditions, another factor fueling this

tendency is a search for a unique identity grounded in tradition. The legacy

of colonialism and the rise and fall of intellectual tides that have swept the

Arab World— Socialism and Pan Arabism among them — have left some in

these societies feeling adrift as they confront the challenges of the modern

world. It is worthwhile to make a few basic points concerning oxir approach

to this phenomenon:

Islam, one of the world's great religions, is not our enemy. And we are

not its enemy.

• U.S. policy is firmly opposed to fanaticism and extremism, whether

religious or secular in nature. We resolutely oppose those who preach

intolerance, abuse human rights, or seek to impose their will on others

bv Wolence.
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• While the U.S. recognizes that each country has its own unique path to

both development and identity, we will support the values of democracy,

pluralism, and respect for individual himian rights and the rule of law

that are part ofwho we are as a nation.

Though the excesses of some Islamist pohtical movements in North

AfHca attract a great deal of attention, they should not obscure our many

and long-standing conunon interests with the countries of North Africa. Our

efforts have and will continue to make a difTerence in this important part of

the world. Morocco and Tunisia have played vital roles in fostering the

Arab-Israeli peace process, a key area of U.S. foreign policy, and Morocco has

recently established formal links to Israel. Let me now turn to the

individual nations and outhne for you some of the challenges we face.

ALGERIA

The United States remains concerned over the situation in Algeria.

There are some recent positive developments, which are encotiraging, but

violence between the regime's security forces and armed insurgents has-

steadily risen since the suspension of the electoral process in 1992 and the

banning of the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS). A renewed govenoment

offensive last April failed to crush the insurgency. Daily attacks on police,

military targets, and civilians continue and have become more lethal. The

Algerian government recently mdicated that over 10,000 have died so far.
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Algerian society as a whole is paying the price for this increasingly

brutal internal conflict. A relatively new and virulent band of Islaroic

extremists called the Armed Islamic Group (GIA) has carried out a campaign

of terror and intimidation against innocent Algerians, including journalists,

academics, and poUticaJ figiu-es as well as foreign residents of Algeria. It is

difficult to understamd how these reprehensible acts of terrorism advance in

any way the principles of Islam, a reUgion which preaches tolerance and

respect for humsm Life. There can be no justification for such actions.

Islamist figures who are sincere about fijiding a non-violent solution to

Algeria's problems should clearly disassociate themselves from this type of

blind fanaticism.

At the same time, excesses by government security forces in their efforts

to contain the insurgency continue. We are disturbed by reports of

extrajudicial killings, torture, and detention without trial. The United

States condemns violations of basic human rights by all sides. Algeria's

problems will not be solved by an endless cycle of violence and

counter-violence, atrocity and counter-atrocity.

Algeria's crisis is rooted in frustration arising ft-om political exclusion,

economic misery, and social injustice—conditions which have facilitated the

growth of the armed Islamist insurgency. The evidence suggests that large

numbers of Algerians seek a more meaningful voice in their political system

and the opportunity to build a better life. The failure of security measures

alone to end Algeria's crisis is testimony to the depth of such feelings. Any

realistic hope for ending the crisis peacefully must respond to them..
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We thus applaud the current government's efforts to transform Algeria's

stagnant economy into a market-based system capable of fulfilling the needs

of its people. The decision to sign and implement an economic reform

program with the support of the International Monetary Fund last spring

was an important first step. The U.S. encouraged the Algerian government

in its negotiations with the IMF and participated in a Paris Club

rescheduling of its official debts on favorable terms. Economic performance

has improved under the IMF-sponsored program . The government has

begun to implement recommended structural reforms as well as fiscal and

monetary policy measures in a manner which has drawn favorable comment

from the IMF and many Algerians. We support this approach, which is

essential for eventual economic recovery and for the long-term weU-being of

the Algerian people.

Economic measures, however, can only be part of the solution.

Ultimately, the many Algerians who have become alienated by the past

governmental policies must be convinced that they will be able in a

meaningful way to participate in a process which can lead to national

reconciliation. The U.S. government has thus repeatedly stressed to

Algerian leaders at the highest levels the need for concrete steps to establish

a dialogue with opposition elements — secular and Islamist — willing to work

towards a non-violent solution to Algeria's crisis. Such a strategy offers the

best chance to reinforce pragmatic tendencies \vithin the Islamist movement

and to marginalize the most Wolent extremists.
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Therefore, Mr. Chairman, the U.S. government is encotiraged by

renewed efforts to negotiate a peaceful solution, including President

Zeroual's decision earlier this month to release from prison Abassi Madani

and Ali Belhadj the two principal leaders of the Islamic Salvation Front,

generally referred to as the FIS or "fees," along with three members of the

FIS Executive Bureau. This decision comes amid other signs of greater

interest on the part of President Zeroual and FIS leaders in moving toward

dialogue. These moves, which we and such interested countries as France,

Spain, and Italy have welcomed, offer hope for the emergence of a political

process of national reconciliation.

Numerous obstacles remain. Hardliners in the military and in the

Islamist opposition may act to block any movement towards compromise.

The regime. Islamist opposition leaders, and Algeria's other political parties

which participate in any negotiations, will need to overcome the distrust and

animosity which have deepened over two and a half years of bloodshed. All

participants in the dialogue will face the challenge of designing a formula

which gives all Algerians a meaningfol stake in its success.

Notwithstanding these problems, these recent developments ofiFer the

first—albeit tentative—indications that a negotiated solution to the crisis

might be possible. We have used this opportunity to reiterate our message

on the need for all parties to engage in a process which broadens political

participation, prepares for an eventual return to elections, and protects the

rights of all Algerians.
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Those who say that the United States is resigned to—or is willing to

condone—a victory of extremism in Algeria are wrong. They clearly are not

listening to what we are saying. Beyond the far-reaching consequences for

Algeria itself, further radical Islamist gains there could embolden extremists

in Egypt, Tunisia, and Morocco—key U.S. allies in the region. Instability in

Algeria could provoke an influx of refugees into France and elsewhere in

Western Europe. The goal of U.S. policy toward Algeria is to avoid such

developments.

The question is — "how." We are convinced that attempts to suppress

the insurgency through military means alone will prove insufficient. That is

the lesson of the past two years. The best hope for a solution which will

guarantee Algeria's internal peace and prospects, as well as its contribution

to long-term regional stabUity, lies not in a strategy of repression, but one of

inclusion and reconciliation.

TUNISIA

Having previously had the honor of serving as U.S. Ambassador to .

Tunisia, I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate our appreciation

for Tunisia's longstanding commitment to forging a lasting peace in the

Middle East. In October of last year, Tunisia was the first Arab country to

host a multilateral working group session of the Middle East Peace Process.

Tunisia has offered to host the arms control and disarmament working group

in December.
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Tunisia's commitment to peace is not just confined to the Arab world.

As this year's president of the Organization of African Unity, Tunisia has

dispatched an advance party of miUtary officers to Kigali who are paving the

way for some 958 peacekeepers scheduled to arrive in Rwanda shortly. The

Tunisians are seasoned peacekeepers with experience in Somalia and

Cambodia.

Tunisia is a testament to the success that assistance programs can

achieve. After forty years and some $1.5 billion in funding for economic and

social programis, Tunisia has in a sense "graduated" from U.S. assistance

and is now in the enviable position of being able to offer assistsmce and

training to lesser-developed countries. Foreign Military Financing for

Tunisia ended in FY-94, but Tunisia remains eUgible for excess defense

articles and military education programs. I am pleased to report that the

Tunisian-American Chamber of Commerce has grown in size and

effectiveness since my departure in 1991, in step with the rising confidence

and activity of the private sector.

We will remain supportive of Tunisia's commitment to enlarge the

private sector's role in its economic modernization program. Our housing

loan guarantee program reflects the maturity of our bilateral economic

relationship and the transition Tunisia has made towards an alliance based

more on trade and investment than foreign aid.

When I was last here before you in March, Tunisia was two weeks away

from presidential and parliamentary elections. Let me review the results of

those elections. President Ben Ali was re-elected to a second 5-year term

capturing 99.91 percent of the vote in what was widely viewed as a
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pre-detennined outcome. Political observers on the scene reported some

incidents of inappropriate election activities such as the removal or closure of

some voting stations. Two presidential candidates were imprisoned for a

period of time and then released. On the other hand, these elections saw 19

seats go to opposition parties, making the current parliament the first to

contain representation by the opposition.

The economic development of Tunisia is the achievement of a

well-educated and hard-working population with a vigorous middle class.

This is a principal strength of Tunisian society. We believe that Tiinisians

want and deserve the kind of open political system that goes hand-in-hand

with the stability and prosperity so evident in the country today. We also

believe it shovdd be possible to handle challenges from the extremes even in

this volatile part of the world without compromising these principles. This is

the basis of our ongoing dialogue with Tunisia on human rights and

democracy.

MOROCCO

Let me now turn to Morocco, a country that we have long relied upon as

a stable and constructive force in the region. The U.S. and Morocco have one

of our oldest diplomatic relationships, one that has evolved constructively

towards cooperation on key U.S. foreign policy goals: Arab/Israeli peace,

security in the Persian Gulf, and moderation in North Africa. Morocco and

Israel announced on September 1 their decision to open liaison ofri':es in one

another's countries. This action further advances both the Arab-Israeli

Peace Process and the important goal of full normalization of ties between

Arab states and Israel. Together with steady progress in the cultural.
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religious smd commercial fields between Morocco and Israel, it is a testament

to the vital role Morocco has and will continue to play in forging a

comprehensive Middle East peace.

Under King Hassan's leadership Morocco has implemented sound

economic policies that are now bearing frviit in an expansion of the private

sector and increasing interest from international investors. Morocco will

host the Middle East and North Africa Economic Summit Conference in

Casablanca from October 30 to November 1, an event that will advance the

economic potential of the region and build on the political momentum of the

peace process.

U.S. security and economic assistance to Morocco has been a significant

component of our bilateral relations, and, though security assistance has

been greatly reduced, we continue to provide economic assistance to help

Morocco meet its important development goals. Morocco's continued

eligibility for excess defense articles tmder the Southern Region Amendment

will allow us to continue our military cooperation that has yielded concrete

benefits in the Gulf War, where Morocco was the first Arab country to

commit troops, and in Somalia, where Morocco made a significant

contribution to UNOSOM.

Morocco has made progress in the areas of human rights and

democratization by establishing a deputy Minister for Human Rights,

proclaiming an amnesty of political prisoners and legitimizing the use of the

Berber languages during this past year. But problems remain. We continue
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to receive credible reports of torture, restrictions on freedom of speech and

the press, and a lack of access to fair trial. While King Hassan has spoken of

his committment to constitutional democracy, the results have been uneven.

In the first round of parliamentary elections last year opposition parties did

very well and these elections received generally favorable marks from

international observers. The second round of "indirect" elections reversed

these gains, amid wide-spread charges of manipulation. Working with the

Moroccan government to advance the process of institutional

democratization is a top US priority.

Moroccan society is clearly evolving from its traditional agrarian base

into a more urbanized and poUticized nation, a trend we see throughout the

region. King Hassan's challenge is to manage this transition, and he enjoys

important advantages, not least of which is a high degree of consensus

around the monarchy as a central institution in Moroccan political and

religious life. Islamic militancy in Morocco takes the form of various social

and student movements, some of them legal and others suppressed, but

focussed largely on socio-economic issues.

U.S. policy in Morocco seeks to preserve the long friendship and

cooperation we enjoy on a variety of issues, and to encourage Morocco's role

as a stable anchor in the region.
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LIBYA

Turning to Libya, the challenge that we face in dealing with Colonel

Qadhafi's Libya is of an entirely different nature than that which we

confront elsewhere in the Maghreb. Libya's behavior under Qadhaii has

placed it outside the parameters of acceptable interstate action, resulting in

international and unilateral sanctions.

The current focus of our attention regarding Libya is of course the Pan

Am 103 and UTA 772 bombings, and our insistence that Libya comply fully

with the U.N. Security Council's demands concerning these horrendous

crimes. We are now working with the international commiinity to ensure

effective implementation of the sanctions against Libya. We reserve the

right, however, to seek even stronger measures ~
including a worldwide oil

embargo ~ if Libya continues to defy the demands of the international

community.

Qadhafi's pre-emptive strike against alleged coup plotters in October

1993, and the secvuity crackdown that followed, demonstrates his firm

control over the Libyan regime. Qadhafi's public calls for the murder of

Libyan dissidents — in Libya or abroad - demonstrate his continued

willingness to employ terrorism as a tool of Libyan policy. Libya is a prime

suspect in the December 1993 disappearance of dissident Mansur Kikhya

from Cairo.

We have declined to conduct a direct dialogue with Libya since the 1986

bombing of a Berlin discotheque. Libya's continued solicitation of

mtermediaries and disingenuous "compromise" proposals are attempts to
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evade full compliance with U.N. Security Council demands. Let me state as

clearly as I know how: the U.S. is not interested in such ploys. We insist

upon full compliance with U.N. Security Council resolutions 731, 748, and

883. Libya must:

• surrender the two suspects in the Lockerbie bombing for trial in

the U.S. or UK,

•
cooperate fuUy with U.S., British, and French investigations into

the Pan Am and UTA bombings,

• compensate the victims of Pan Am 103, and

• sever all ties to terrorism.

The resolutions also make clear that the channel for communication on

these subjects is the Secretary General of the United Nations.

We also desire to see Libya end support for destabilization activities,

abandon chemical weapons and other non-conventional warfare programs,

and cease pursuit of offensive ballistic missile capabilities.

WESTERN SAHARA

Mr. Chairman, I would like to close my prepared remarks with a few

words about the still unresolved Western Sahara mediation. This ^ormer

Spanish colony, as you well know, is disputed territoi-y awaiting

implementation of a LTN-planned referendum to determine its fiD?l
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status. We consider it important that any referendum organized by the UN

be perceived as free and fair so that the results will be respected and

enduring, and contribute to the stability of the region. The United States

has worked with the Secretary General and other members of the Security

Council to try to bring this about.

Some progress has followed passage of U.N. Security Council Resolution

907 on March 29, 1994. MINURSO has collected tens of thousands of voter

registration applications and has actually registered the first several

hundred potential voters in the referendum. The Secretary Greneral reported

to the Security Council in July his satisfaction with the progress achieved

and his intent to provide a final report, due shortly, that woxild assess the

prospects for a vote and set a date for the referendum.

Logistical and technical problems have delayed MINURSO's work more

than we would have liked, and we hope the start which has been made this

summer will gain momentum. The US, while continuing to urge flexibility

and compromise on the parties, recognizes and appreciates that continuing

UN involvement is costly and that the patience of the international

community is not inexhaustible on this issue. We will work hard to assist

the UN in this goal but the parties to the dispute must exhibit a parallel

sustained commitment to see the matter resolved.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks; I would now be

happy to take questions from the committee.
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Statement of Professor John Espositio
Recent Developments in North Africa

Political Islam in North Africa and U.S. Foreign Policy

Kxggutive Summary

The announcement that the Algerian government has

transferred senior leaders of the Islamic Salvation Front

from prison to house arrest and invited them to negotiate an

end to a two and a half year conflict that has claimed

thousands of lives is cause for hope but also for caution.

Deep divisions continue to exist in the military and in the

Islamist camps. Both the strength and leadership of General

Zeroual and of Abbasi Madani will be tested. Zeroual does

not enjoy singular control of the military-civilian

government nor does Madani of Algeria's Islamic movement.

Both leaders must contend with factions (military and

Islamic) that have been conditioned by their violent

confrontations, reject negotiation, and wish to pursue an

all out victory.

The conflict in Algeria has troubled rulers and

governments in North Africa and the Middle East as well as

the West as many calculate the potential of a "triumph of

Islamic fundamentalism" in Algeria and its spill-over effect

in the region and in Europe. For those that had spent more

than a decade in fear of Iran's export of Islamic revolution

and the emergence cf "other Khomeinis," Algeria came to

symbolize a new threat. If the 1980 's were dominated by fear

of the outbreak of Islamic revolutions, the 1990 's seemed to
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signal the unthinkable, the danger of militant lelam coming

to power through ballots not bullets. Fear of political

Islam has resulted in the projection of what many term

"militant fundamentalism" as a monolithic threat to regional

and global stability, the progressive retreat by governments

from initial signs of open electoral politics in North

Africa in the late 1980 's and early 1990 's, attempts to

crush or "decapitate" Islamic movements such as Ennahda in

Tunisia and the Islamic Salvation Front in Algeria, a spiral

of state -sponsored violence and terrorism and counter-

violence and terrorism from emergent radical Islamic

militias, the gross violation of human rights by government

forces and Islamic militias alike. Among the results is a

growing polarization of Muslim societies in a culture war

between secularists and Islamists where issues of language,

religion, culture and values are intertwined with those of

class, power, and wealth. In a climate which pits militant

secularism against militant Islam, the middle ground recedes

as it becomes increasingly difficult for moderates to

maintain their visibility and credibility. The danger is a

conflict in which in the long term there may be no real

winners and only Pyrrhic victories. The risk in North Africa

and elsewhere ia the perpetuarion of a political context in

which authoritarianism, whether secular or religious,

prevail. The challenge today and tomorrow for U.S.

policymakers is to encourage governments today that seek to

be ti-uly representative and foster the development of
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institutions and a political culture that will support

political participation and human rights.

Because of the United States' role in international

affairs, both real and symbolic, U.S. policy towards North

Africa and towards Islamic activism remains critical. What

the U.S. does or does not do in Algeria or Tunisia, and for

that matter in Bosnia is watched by the one billion Muslims

in the world ae by other members of the international

community. Thus, it is important to understand the nature of

Islamic revivalism in the Maghreb, the dynamics of

contemporary politics in the region, and U.S. policy

options .

Islam in North Africa: Background

Despite differences, Islamic politics in the Maghreb

has displayed a number of common characteristics. Islam has

been used to enhance legitimacy and m.obilize popular

support. Government responses to the challenge of political

Islam have ranged from cooption to repression. Contemporary

Islamic revivalism or political lelam has been precipitated

by the perception or experience of failure or crises

(political, economic, sociomoral) . Disaffection and

disillusionment, self criticism and doubt have turned many

to new alternatives. Islam .has provided a faith and vision

of history to fall back upon. Islamic activists in North

Africa as elsewhere place the blame for the crises in their

lives and societies on regimes, westernized elites, western
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allies (such as France and the United States) , and a process

of modernization characterized by the westernization and

secularization of society.

While Islam is declared the solution, its meaning

varies from the populist socialist vision of Qaddafi to the

consultative and democratic governments espoused by Rashid

Ghannoushi in Tunisia, Abbasi Madani in Algeria and

Abdassallem Yassin in Morocco. Activists call for a return

to the Maghreb's Arab/Islamic heritage as a source of

identity, solidarity, morality, and social justice. Islamic

organizations have thus become reform/protest movements that

challenge the legitimacy of regimes and call for a moral

reconstruction of society. Faith is joined to political

action and social reform. Modern institutions and

organizations (schools and study groups, clinics, social

welfare agencies, youth groups, political parties) are all

utilized as means to implementing islam.

In recent years. Islamic activists have moved from the

periphery to the center or mainstream; that is, they have

participated in electoral politics and mainstream society.

Most Islamic movements in the Maghreb, as in many parts of

Che Muslim world, advocate working within the system rather

than using violence to come to power. They have developed

and sought to become part of the mainstream, functioning as

modern social movements and participatory political

parties/organizations who espouse populist causes (political

liberalization, jobs, better services, integrity in
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government, human rights, more equitable distribution of

wealth, greater emphasis on Arab- Islamic cultural identity) .

They now include both the first and a second generation of

members, educated and middle class, organizationally and

intellectually sophisticated as well as the poor 3ind

disenfranchised. A new generation or alternative elite now

exists. At the same time, there remains a diversity of

orientations, religious, political, and educational

(conservative and reformist, moderate and militant) among

the leadership and between the leadership and the rank and

file.

Most Islamic movements have moved towards a populist,

participatory, pluralistic political stance, championing

democratization, human rights, and economic reform. While

some have been critical of "democracy" in the past, they

claim that this was and is in response to the secularism and

autocratic nature and policies of Muslim regimes. To

varying degrees, in recent years all have emphasized change

not through force and violence (they reject political

violence as counterproductive) but through the political and

social transformation of society. They seek recognition of

political rights and participation in the electoral

process. Yet, there were differences within and among

groups. Morocco's Yassin and Algeria's Madani lagged behind

Tunisia's Rashid Ghannoushi in evolving positions that

recognize multiparty politics and the democratic process.

85-770 - 95 - 3
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pemocratization

In tha wake of the Gulf war of 1991, the issue of

political liberalization and democracy emerged as an issue

in the Middle East and in Western diplomacy.' Democracy

has been slow to come to the Middle East and North Africa.

Despite Western influence and a facade of parliamentary

systems of government in some countries, the political

reality has more often been one of authoritarianism.

Political parties have been banned or severely restricted;

elections are often rigged.

Calls for political liberalization and democratization

brought both greater political liberalization in some cases

as well as repression in others. Where governments opened

up their political systems. Islamic organizations

participated in elections and emerged as the leading

opposition in countries like EgVpt, Tunisia, and in Jordan

where they not only won 32 of 80 seats in parliament but

.also held five cabinet positions. In Algeria, the Islamic

Salvation Front swept municipal and parliamentary elections

in the early 1990 's and seemed poised to come to power when

Che Algerian military intervened. The seeming successes of

'. "Democratization in the Middle East," American-Arab

Affairs 36 (Spring 1991), pp. 1-47; Michael C. Hudson,

"After the Gulf War-. Prospects for Democratization in the

Arab World," The Middle East Journal 45 {Summer 1991), pp.

407-426.
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Islamic movements in electoral politics have led some

governments such as Tunisia, Algeria, and Egypt to engage in

political repression, charging that religious extremists

threaten to "hijack democracy,
" to use the political system

to come to power and then impose their will.

Demands for democratization trouble both autocratic

rulers in the Muslim world and many Western governments.

The former fear any opposition let alone one that cloaks

itself in values that Western governments officially cherish

and preach. For leaders in the West, democracy raises the

prospect of old and reliable friends, sometimes referred no

as "client states," being transformed into more independent

and less predictable nations. This prospect generates a

fear that such nations could make Western access to oil less

secure. Thus, stability in the Middle East has often been

defined in terms of preser'/ation of the status quo.

Lack of enthusiasm or support for political

liberalization in the Middle East has been rationalized by

the claim that both Arab culture and Islam are anti-

democratic. The proof offered is the lack of a democratic

tradition, more specifically, the paucity of democracies in

the Muslim world. Why the glaring absence of democratic

governments? The political realities of the Muslim world

have not been conducive to the development of democratic

traditions and institutions. European colonial rule and

post -independence national governments headed by military

officers, monarches, and ex-military rulers have contributed
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to a legacy which has had little concern for political

participation and the building of strong democratic

institutions. Weak economies, illiteracy, and high

unemployment, especially among the younger generation,

exacerbate the situation, undermining confidence in

governments and increasing the appeal of political Islam.

Electoral successes of Islamic candidates in Algeria,

Egypt, Jordan, Tunisia, and the Sudan feed the fears of

nervous rulers. in a climate in which most governments

during the post-1979 period were traumatized by the specter

of "Muslim fundamentalism, " this fear has provided an excuse

for governments to continue to limit political

liberalization and democratization. At best the attitude of

many rulers may be characterized, in the words of one

Western diplomat, as an openness to "risk free democracy" I

Both the Tunisian and Algerian governments' management of

political liberalization as well as that of Egypt reflect

this approach. Openness to government controlled and

dominated change -- yes; openness to a change of government

that would bring Islamic activists to power through

democratic means -- no. Opposition parties and groups are

tolerated as long as they remain relatively weak or under

government control and do not threaten the ruling party.

A major issue facing Islamic movements is their

ability, if in power, to tolerate diversity. The status of

minorities and women, freedom of speech and action remain

serious issues. The record of Islamic experiments in
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Pakistan, Iran, and the Sudan raises serious questions about

the rights of women and minorities under Islamically

oriented governments. The extent to which the growth of

Islamic revivalism has been accompanied in some countries by

attempts to restrict the rights of minorities and women and

their public roles in society strikes fear in some segments

of Muslim society. It poses questions about the future of

religious pluralism and tolerance and challenges the

credibility of those who call for Islamizaticn of state and

society. Hcwever, it is useful to recall that Western

civilization and major world religions like Christianity

faced a similar need to reinterpret and reform its

traditions to accommodate modern notions of pluralism and

tolerance. Indeed, it was at Vatican II that Roman

Catholicism officially accepted pluralism. Discussion and

debate exist within the Muslim world today as intellectuals

and religious leaders grapple with these issues.

Despite democratic tendencies in the Muslim world and

among Islamic activists, multiple and conflicting attitudes

towards democracy continue to exist and . leave the future in

question. Thus, for example, while Abbasl Madani, the

leader of Algeria's Islamic Salvation Front, affirmed his

acceptance of democracy in the face of accusations that he

had opposed the democratic process in the past, some of the

Front's younger voices such as the popular preacher .Mi
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Belhaj rejected democracy as an un-Islainic concept.^ It is

not clear whether Belhaj was rejecting western forms of

democracy as a further penetration of western culture. More

recently, Belhadj in writing about the nature of government

has appeared to come closer to Madani with regard to both

the rejection of dictatorship and of the seizure of power

whether by secular or Islamic forces, the right of the

people to choose their leaders, the freedom and right of

opposition.' Like the statements of many of the key

political actors (government and opposition) , it is

difficult to know whether such statements are strategic and

tactical or represent genuine ideals.

Only time will tell whether the espousal of democracy

by many contemporary Islamic movements and their

participation in the electoral process are simply a means to

power or a truly embraced and internalized end/goal, a

transformation of tradition which is the product of a

process of religious reinterpretation informed by both faith

and experience.

^ Middle East Times . (June 19-25, 1990).

'. Ali Ben Haj , Fasl al-Kalam Fi Muwaiahat Zulm al-Hukkam

(Precise Statement on Confronting the Oppression of Rulers) ,

pp. 44, 71, 99. For Abbasi Madani on the nature of Islamic

government, see Azmat al-Fikr al-Hadith wa Mubarirat al-Hal

al- Islami (The Crisis of Modern Thought and the Reasons for

an Islamic Solution) .
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Based on the record thus far, one can expect that where

Islamic movements come into power, like many governments in

the Middle East, secular as well as "Islamic," issues of

political pluralism and human rights will remain sources of

tension and debate. Greater political liberalization and

participation are part of a process of change that requires

time and experience to develop new political traditions and

institutions. However, if attempts to participate in the

electoral process are blocked, crushed, or negated as in

North Africa, the currency of democracy as a viable

mechanism for political and social change will be greatly

devalued in the eyes of many.

Issues of Policy Analysis and Formulation

A3 Patrick Bannerman, a former diplomat, analyst for

the British Foreign Office, and Her Majesty's Advisor on

Islamic Affairs observed in his Jslam in Perspective . "How

non-Muslims think of Islam conditions the manner in which

they deal with Muslims, which in turn conditions how Muslims

think of and deal with non-Muslims .
""

While the threat of radicalism and terrorism must be

countered, failure to distinguish between extremists who are

avowedly committed to the violent overthrow of the

'. Patrick Bannerman, Islam in Perspective: A Guide to

Jslam.ic Society. Politics and Law (London: Routledge, 1988),

p. 219.
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prevailing system and thos« organizations that have

demonstrated a willingness to participate within the system

has led to indiscriminate state repression of both kinds of

Islamic organizations. This policy as witnessed in Algeria

runs the risk of setting in motion a spiral of state

violence and movement counter-violence that leads to the

creation of self-fulfilling prophecies: radicalization,

terrorism, and the polarization of society. The attempt to

indiscriminately suppress or "decapitate" Islamic movements

as has occurred in Tunisia and Algeria can in fact lead not

only to the breakup of Islamic movements but also to the

radicalization of moderates and the emergence of the Armed

Islamic Group and ether extrem.ist militias as witnessed in

Algeria. The Algerian military-civilian government has

failed to discriminate between moderates and violent

extremists and thus drive a wedge between them rather than

create conditions that will cause them to close ranks or

simply become more radicalized and convinced that violence

is the only answer. In Tunisia, the seeming success of the

government's indiscriminate repression of Ennahda may hold

in the short term; its long term results are unclear. It nay

be instructive to recall that it was widely believed that

Gamal Abd al-Nasir had completely crushed the Muslim

Brotherhood in the late 1960'3. In the 1970's and 80's, the

Brotherhood reemerged to rebuild into a formidable social

and political movement that has participated within the

system and the government's leading opposition. However,
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Nasir's repressive policies also radicalized younger

Brothers who went on to form many of the violent radical

groups that plagued Anwar Sadat's government and eventually

assassinated him.

The history of Arab and non-Arab experiences, in

particular of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and the

Jamaat-i-Islami in Pakistan are instructive. Gamal Abd al-

Nasir's repression of the Muslim Brotherhood, the spiral of

violence and counter- violence, spawned the more militant

ideological interpretation of Sayyid Qutb and the ascendance

of a radical wing within the Muslim Brotherhood. Aa

previously noted, the ultimate suppression of the

Brotherhood in the 1960 's led many to conclude that it had

been effectively eradicated. In fact prison experience and

repression led more than a decade later to the formation of

violent extremist splinter groups like Takfir wal Hijra and

the Jamaat al- Jihad, assassins of Anwar Sadat, and their

offshoots today. Many are clustered under the umbrella of

Egypt's Gamaa Islamiyya (Islamic Group) which has been

locked in a fierce battle with security forces, assassinated

government officials, Coptic Christians and foreign

courists.

In contrast, Islamic movements such as the Jamaat -i-

Tslami in Pakistan, (or Jordan's Muslim Brotherhood as well

as movements in the non-Arab Muslimi world) , have been able

to function within the system. The Jamaat has been

politically influential but never been an electoral or
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violent revolutionary threat. Indeed, while Pakistan, like

Malaysia, has been a theater for significant Islamic

political activity, Islamic activists and organizations have

generally participated within the system, been both coopted

into government and in opposition, and avoided much of the

extremism and terrorism that have plagued the Middle East.

They have incorporated significant changes.

In a more open atmosphere without a common enemy and

repression to unite them, many Islamic organizations would

fall victim to the personality and ideological

factors/differences that weaken and divide rather than

strengthen and unite. This phenomenon can be seen in Sudan

wliere Sadiq al-Mahdi's Ummah party and Hasan al-Turabi's

National Islamic Front have often been in contention as well

as the competition between PAS and ABIM in Malaysia, the

rivalry between Pakistan's Jamaat -i-Islami and other Islamic

parties, the split in Tunisia's Renaissance party between

Rashid Ghannoushi and Abdel Fata Morou.

Blurring the distinction between extremist and

participatory organizations, his government's use of arrest

and harassment as well as its attempt to contain and crush

the Islamic Trend reinforce the image of an intrusive,

autnoricarian government interested only in power and weaken

civil society. It contributes to the growing polarization

m society in which citizens are for all practical purposes

forced to choose sides between the government and a "radical

fundamentalist threat" as the middle ground erodes in a
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world in which one is either "for or against." A militant

government, as in Algeria and Tunisia and more recently in

Egypt, no longer distinguishes between radical surgery to

counter violent extremists and accommodation of non-violent

opposition but instead projects a broad-based Islamic threat

to society. This results in an Islamic movement in which

moderates are increasingly driven to the margins, convinced

by its experience that participation in the system is no

longer a viable option. The dangers of a progressively

polarized society may be witnessed in recent years in

Algeria in what has increasingly come to look like a battle

between an authoritarian government and equally

authoritarian opposition, between militant secularists and

militant Islamists. The government has engaged in massive

and indiscriminate repression of Islamists and at the same

the Armed Islamic Group and other radical Islamic militias

have committed deplorable acts of violence against

intellectuals, journalists, tourists and women who fail to

meet their self-styled Islamic standards.

Concerns that Islamic movements might use the ballot

box to come to and then in effect seize power ("hijack

democracy") are rooted in a realistic possibility.

Certainly the examples of the Islamic republics of Iran,

Pakistan (under Zia ul-Haq) and the Sudan (under Numiri and

currently under Omar al-Bashir) offer little reassurance.

At the same time, this issue must be balanced by an equal

awareness that many countries in the region are
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authoritarian states that believe only in "risk- free

democracy". Rulers have been more dependent on the military

and security apparatus for legitimacy and stability than the

popular support of an electorate. Government commitment to

political liberalization or to the democratic process must

be seen within this context. The examples of Tunisia and

Algeria, where governments first promised political

liberalization and then reneged on their promises and

attempted to crush Islamists when electoral results

demonstrated they were the only substantial political

opposition, are primary examples . 1

Too often the lessons of the past have been forgotten.

Authoritarian Middle Eastern governments such as Algeria and

Tunisia regard effective opposition by populist movements,

whether in the name of nationalism, socialism, or Islam, as

a threat. They challenge the power and privilege as well as

way of life of rulers and entrenched elites. This reality

can be seen graphically in Tunisia and Algeria where the

relatively successful electoral showing of Islamic movements

resulted in government repression, military courts and show

trials, repression and torture which have been documented

and criticized in reports by major international human

rights organizations and the U.S. Department of State. At

the same time. Islamic organizations such as Egypt's Gamaa

and Jihad and Algeria's Armed Islamic Guard as well as the

Islamic republics of Iran and Sudan have engaged in their
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own brand of authoritarianism, repression, and terrorism in

the name of Islam.

At the turn of the twenty first century, governments in

the region, who are genuinely interested in the political

and social development of their countries and not simply

retaining power at any cost, are challenged to demonstrate

their commitment to political liberalization and human

rights by fostering the development of those institutions

and values that support democratization and strengthen civil

society. They must implement policies that discrim.inate

between organizations, secular or Islamic, that directly

threaten the freedom and stability of society and those that

are willing to participate in a process of gradual change

from within the system.

Islamic movements, in light of examples from Iran,

Sudan, and Zia ul-Haq's Pakistan as well as the activities

of radical extremist groups, are challenged to prove by

their actions as well as their promises that if elected they

will honor the very rights of opposition groups and

minorities that they now demand for themselves. They are

challenged to be as vociferous in their denunciation of

extremism and terrorism done in the name of Islam as they

are of government repression and western imperialism. Like

governments, they must demonstrate an awareness that

authoritarianism, whether religious or secular, in the name

of God or the state, is counterproductive and dangerous.
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The U.S. and other Western governments that advocate

Che promotion of self determination and democracy should

demonstrate by their policies that they respect the right of

any and all, religious as well as secular movements and

parties, to participate within the political process. Some

western officials have taken a sober stance. Edward

Djerijian, the former American Assistant Secretary of State,

on several occasions pointed out Chat the United States did

not regard Islam or Islamic movements as the enemy and that

it recognized the right of movements Cc participate within

the electoral process provided that it like any other

movement not use democratic elections to seize power, that

is come Co power moCivated by a belief in "one man, one

vote, one time."* (Similar statements have been made by

Martin Indyk and Anthony Lake and most recently by

Ambassador Pelletreau) . However, the test came in Algeria

when FIS electoral victories raised the specter not of an

Islamic movement emerging as the chief political opposition

as had occurred in Egypt, Tunisia, or Jordan but of a

movement actually coming to power through the ballot box.

The intervention of the Algerian military tested the

democratic commitment of Muslim and western governments

alike. The policy failures evident in American and European

responses towards the subversion of the electoral process

'4. The policy was reiterated by Robert Pelletreau,

Djerijian'a successor.
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and indiscriminate repression of the FIS in Algeria and of

the Renaissance party in Tunisia, like their impotence in

the face of the genocide of Muslims in Bosnia, discredit, in

the eyes of Islamists, the democratic commitment of the

West. They reinforce the perception and charge that the

U.S. and many European governments are guilty of employing a

"double standard, " a democratic one for the West and

selected allies and another for the Middle East and Islamic

movements. Respect and support of the democratic process and

human rights must be seen as truly universal.

Furthermore, as important as the statements of

Ambassadors Djerijian and Pelletreau are as well as somewhat

similar statements of Messrs. Lake and Indyk, while they

rightfully condemn extremist groups, they do not name any

Islamist groups that the United States would regard as

moderate. In this context, the issue of granting a visa to

Rashid Ghannoushi for a brief visit to the United States

becomes important. Mr. Ghannoushi, a leader of Tunisia's

Ennahda, is currently living in exile in London. He is an

Islamist leader well known throughout the Islamic world who

is regarded as a moderate voice, supporting political

liberalization, political pluralism, and human rights. The

delay in granting Ghannoushi a visa or a subsequent failure

to issue a visa has symbolic and practical significance,

signalling that the U.S. views Ghannoushi among the

radicals. Many will draw the conclusion that for the United

States, there are no moderate Islamists, that the U.S. only
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functions with two categories -- secular Muslims or

extremists.

One can not overlook issues of credibilty. First, Mr.

Ghannoushi has over the years changed his position,

increasingly supporting a more pluralistic political

process. Is this part of a process of greater political

awareness or a temporary tactical position? Second, and

related to the former question, we know what he says, but do

we know what he or his colleagues would do if they came to

power. This is the risk of the democratic process. On the

other hand, we do know the records of the current

rulers/governnents of Tunisia and Algeria. Both seized

power, both have suppressed any viable opposition and been

roundly criticized by international human rights

organizations for their violations of human rights.

The thwarting of a participatory political process by

governments encourages the radicalization of more moderate

Islamists. Many of those who experience regime violence

(harassment, imprisonment, torture or see their colleagues

languish and die in prison) conclude that seeking

"democracy" is a dead end. They are driven to withdraw frcm

participation in the political process, convinced that force

or violence is their only recourse against repressive

regimes .

Islamically oriented political actors and groups should

be evaluated by the same criteria as any other potential

laaders or opposition party. While some are rejectionists.
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most Islamically oriented leaders or governments who might

come to power through the electoral will be critical and

selective in their relatione with the United States.

However, like their secular counterparts, on most issues,

many would operate on the basis of national interests and

demonstrate a flexibility that reflects acceptance of the

realities of a globally interdependent (politically and

economically) world. American policy should be carried on in

the context in which ideological differences are recognized

and accepted or at least tolerated where U.S. interests are

not directly threatened.

The electoral strength of contemporary Islamic

movements has come not only from a hard core of dedicated

followers but also from the fact that they were the most

credible and effective alternative "game in town." Thus,

their support includes members, s^Tupathizers or supporters,

other Muslims who simply wish to vote fcr an Islamic agenda,

as well as those who wish tc cast a vote against an

ineffective or discredited government and try any

alternative. It must be emphasized that the membership of

Islamic organizations generally, constitutes a numerical

minority not a majority of the population. Governments in

North Africa, as indeed other Muslim governments, will

continue tc be challenged to become a government of

incorporation and power sharing, creating ccnditions that

will allow strong alternative" parties and opposition groups

to develop and have access to power.
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Finally, the realities of a more open marketplace,

having to compete for votes or coming to power and having to

rule amidst diverse interests forces Islamic groups (as they

often do secular political parties) to adapt or broaden

their ideology and programs in response to domestic

realities, diverse constituencies and interests. Both the

history of Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood and examples in

Jordan, Tunisia, Kuwait, Pakistan, and Malaysia witness this

process of development and transformation.

Contemporary Islamic politics challenge policymakers to kr.cw

and understand the diversity of the Muslim experience. They

challenge to Muslim governments to be more responsive to

popular demands for political liberalization and greater

popular participation, to tolerate rather than repress

opposition movements and to build viable democratic

institutions. At the same time, they challenge Western

powers to stand by the democratic values they embody and

recognize authentic populist movements and the right of the

people to determine the nature of their governments and

leadership. As European and American history and experience

reveal, the process of democratization is an experiment

whose outcome is unpredictable but one with long term as

well as short term risks and consequences. Issues of

political legitimacy, popular political participation,

national identity and socioeconomic justice can not continue

to be defined, determined and imposed from above without

paying a heavy price, if not now then in the future, in
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terms of political development and national as well as

regional stability.

Only time will tell whether the espousal of democracy

by many contemporary Islamic movements and their willingness

to participate in the electoral process are simply tactical,

a means to power, or represent a truly embraced goal. Based

on the record thus far, one can expect that where Islamic

movements come to power, they will have problems similar to

those of most incumbent governments in the Middle East and

North Africa who advocate democratic ideals yet continue to

perpetuate an authoritarian culture.

The 1990 's will test the ability of political analysts

and policymakers to distinguish between Islamic movements

that are a direct threat and these that represent legitimate

indigenous, populist attempts to reform and redirect their

societies. They will continue to challenge to Muslim

governments and Western powers to honor the political ideals

of popular political participation and democratic ideals.
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Suiuiary of Findings

Nonviolent I3lami3t3 in North Africa (NINA>

Contrary to widespread expert and public opinion, nonviolent Islamists
in North Africa (NINA) continue to dominate oppositional discourse and

activity in the Maghreb. Despite the publicity given to militant Islam in

Algeria and Egypt, the principal movements of Muslim opposition in Morocco,
Algeria, and Tunisia subscribe to a nonviolent transfer of national political
power. The region's three most influential organirations—Abdessalam Yassine's
Justice and Charity group (Morocco), Rachid Ghannouchi '

a an-Nahdah
(Renaissance) movement (Tunisia), and the Islamic Salvation Front headed by
Abassi Madani and Ali Benhadj (Algeria)—are in fact moderate in political
orientation. They constitute the most popular and powerful movements of

political opposition in the Maghreb today, in spite of the fact that all three
are officially banned by their governments.

Political Radicalization. Armed Conflict. & Human Rights Violations

Neither government oppression (Tunisia), civil war (Algeria), nor
monarchical intimidation (Morocco) has extinguished the support for these
groups by large numbers of North African peoples—especially by those living
on the margins of their societies but also by those who represent the region's
elites. Yet, this situation is daily being challenged by extremist groups
emerging within movements (e.g., MIA and AIS—Mouvement Islamique Arm^ and
Arme^ Islamique du Salut) as well as by those being created outside of them
(e.g., GIA—Groupe Islamique Arm6). For their part, government hardliners have
instituted their own radical solutions ranging from intensified political
repression (Tunisia) to expanded domestic surveillance of suspected groups by
the Ministry of the Interior (Morocco) to applying brutal force in the form of

state-sponsored death squads, civilian executions, and political
assassinations (Algeria). As a consequence, human rights 2ibu8es and civil
rights violations in the Maghreb have risen dramatically in recent years as
the reports of both Amnesty International (1993 and 1994) and Middle East
Watch (1994) have so convincingly demonstrated. In Algeria alone, for example,
there have been more than 10,000 deaths resulting from the civil violence
which has raged since the military coup d'6tat of January 11, 1992.

Should incumbent governments succeed in completely eliminating NINA
groups from the political landscape, the former will be faced with a serious

political vacuum whose only outcome will be greater political instability and
social uncertainty. In short, while popular support for NINA is holding, it is

being challenged daily— from above by recalcitrant governing elites and from
below by radical fringe groups prone to violence. Should NINA itself be forced
under or radicalized into violence, the prospects for social stability and

political democracy in the Maghreb are unli)cely in the near and intermediate
future.

Pr - leal Dialogue? Release of Madani and Benhad-j

Recent developments (September 1994) in the region provide slight hope
that the trends described above may soon be moderating. This optimism is based
on the release from prison on September 13, 1994, of Abassi Madani and Ali
Benhadj, the two leaders of the banned Islamic Salvation Front (FIS). Although
they have been placed under house arrest, their release after over three years
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of incarceration on trumped up charges is the first visible sign that the

ruling military junta in Algiers is beginning to moderate its hardline policy
toward the most important and influential opposition movement in Algeria. This

may presage an expansion of the political dialogue that the government
initiated on August 21, 1994, and restarted on September 20, 1994, with five
minor opposition political groupings—HAMAS-Mouvement da la Soci6t6 Islamique
(Mahfoud Nahnah), an-Nahdah (Renaissance) (Shay)ch Abdallah Djaballah), MOA
(Mouvement pour la D6mocratie en Alg6rie) (Ahmed Ben Bella), and PRA (Parti du
Renouveau Alg^rien) (Noureddine Bou)trouh) .

Western Sahara; Moroccan-Algerian Tensions

What remain still in doubt, however, are the implications of the above

developments on the resolution of the Western Sahara conflict which is about
to enter its third decade. In the past two months relations between Algeria
and Morocco, the leading partners in the so-called Arab Maghreb Onion

(Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Libya, Mauritania), have deteriorated to the
lowest point since the middle 1970s. The land frontier between both countries
has been completely closed to eachothers • nationals in the aftermath of
several violent incidents including a bloody robbery attac)c on a Marrakesh
hotel and the discovery of a heavily armed band of Algerian-trained
"terrorists" plotting to overthrow the Rabat government. Political tensions
began to escalate bacJt in June 1992 when Mohamed Boudiaf, who had returned to

Algeria from a thirty year period of self-imposed exile in Morocco to assume
the Algerian presidency and who was )cnown to be favorable to Morocco '

s

intepretation of the Saharan dispute, was assassinated by his personal
bodyguard. Algiers expressed shoc)i and pleaded ignorance; Rabat called the

)cilling an "execution" and blamed the Algerian military. Developments since
his death have only exacerbated relations ma)cing even more complicated the

peaceful resolution of the Western Sahara conflict.

Context and Definitions

There has been a long history of nonviolent Islamic reformism and
revivalism in Arab North Africa, dating from the early periods of colonial
occupation and beyond. The salafiyya {aalaf means "forefather") movements
emerged in all three countries of the Maghreb in response to external

aggression and perceived threats to indigenous culture and belief. Inspired
by the salafiyya movement of Mohajuned Abduh and Rashid Rida, North African
Islamic reformers emphasized the importance of returning to the Koran and
hadith as the basic sources of Muslim faith and practice. They stressed belief
in the unity of God, denounced polytheism, and emphasized the revealed sources
of Muslim )cnowledge, but without diminishing the importance of reason. The
reformers were particularly concerned with social and economic issues but
conceived of these issues in religious and moral terms. The reform movements
intended not only to define a new doctrine but also to create a social
movement through which the new ideas could be passed on to the young. Yet,
behind the reforms, there was a political concept: achieve independence and
reestablish the region's Arab-Islamic identity (Lapidus 1988, 688-689).

It is within this historical context that today's NINA must be
understood. To be sure, in both the recent and distant pasts, radical
offshoots have arisen to challenge the legitimacy of reformist efforts—
especially when such efforts have failed to achieve the intended results
quicJcly or broadly enough. But the notion of Islamically-based political
movements using the power of the mosques and the streets to challenge the
authority of regimes viewed aa illegitimate (whether colonial or nationalist)
is well established in modern North African history. In this sense, today's
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NINA are following a recognized tradition of defying an authority that is

demonstrably unjust, unresponsive, and undemocratic.

Today's NINA are the most recent manifestation of this historical

phenomenon. Through prayer and preaching, they seek to mobilize popular

support for a political program that promotes their ideas of an Islamically

just and good society. They utilize the essentially nonviolent means of

discourse, dialogue, and social deeds as ways of influencing public opinion.
That they also organize mass rallies, large demonstrations, and public
assemblies is testament to their impressive organizational abilities. And

while such efforts may at tijnes degenerate into violence, such violence does

not constitute a structural component of either their strategic thinking or

tactical actions.

Islamist Political Opposition; Religious. Reformist. Radical

lalamically-based movements of political opposition in North Africa

today can be broken down into three separate but at times overlapping

categories: the first consists of individuals and groups who reject the

authority of official or state-sponsored Islam and promote instead

nonpolitical action in the areas of education, culture, and social activities.

Such groups believe in a "bottom-up" strategy of political change arrived at

through acculturation, socialization, and education. At the core of their

thinking is the need to reemphasize religious training and education of the

young to ensure a devoutly Muslim political future.

A second group is equally coirmiitted to the same goals of achieving a

more "authentic" Muslim society but through more direct political action:

political organization; political mobilization; and political participation,

including the use of democratic and electoral means to achieve a nonviolent

transfer of national political power. Reform of both state and society is at

the heart of this group's political agenda.

A third category is composed of militant hard-liners seeking an instant

transfer of power through any means possible, including the use of violence,

terrorism, and assassination. This last group subscribes to a puritanical
belief system and employs radical methods of political and military action to

achieve its goals. It is to this category that the label "Islamic

fundamentalism" can best be applied.

Different peoples and movements inhabit these three broad categories of

Muslim activism directed against incumbent power, although, it is true that

some elements within each group do roam across all three categories when

deemed necessary. And while some individuals may undergo political
ransformations causing them to move from one group to another, the

distinguishing characteristic of each movement is its commitment to certain

core beliefs of action: nonpolitical (religious), political (reform), and

militant (radical). This study is concerned primarily with the second group of

Muslim oppositional activists which, for this purpose, is labelled "Nonviolent

Islamists in North Africa" (NINA).

Tunisia

Meetings with Tunisian government officials, independent journalists,
human rights activists, university professors, and supporters of an-Nahdah

provide a stark portrayal of the current political situation in the country.
Rachid Ghannouchi (interviewed in 1990 in New York and by telephone in 1994),

along with Salah Karkar and Babib Mokni ( an-Nahdah 's number two and three men
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interviewed in Paris), continue to espouse a nonviolent transfer of political
power in Tunisia. This position is supported by an-Nahdah followers in
Tunisia, Europe, and the United States. Attac)c8 like those directed against
the RCD ' s (Raasembleinent Constitutionolle D6mocratique, the government party)
central office in Bab Soui)ca (Tunis) in February 1991, which caused the death
of one security guard and seriously wounded others, have not been repeated. As
of this writing, no militant group dedicated to a violent overthrow of the
regime has emerged within an-Nahdah although such groups exist outside of it
such as the newly-formed (August 1994) 'Front Isltunique du Salut." Advocating
armed struggle, this radical Islamist party is led by Hohamed Ali el-Horani
who has attac)ced Ghannouchi in the pages of its Vienna-based newspaper El-
Rajaa ("The Convulsion") for his policy of "peaceful confrontation" (NE£D
8/19/94, p. 24).

An-Nahdah

Founded in 1979, an-Kahdah ("Renaissance") is Tunisia's principal
movement of political opposition. Although never officially recognized, it
remains the country's most popular Islamic organization conmitted to
challenging the incumbent regime, with the ultimate goal of assuming political
power as the means by which to establish a more "authentic* Arabo-Isl^muc
society. Tal](s with an-Nahdah leaders abroad and an-Nahdah supporters in
Tunisia, along with observations of the party's most recent political
behavior confirm the view that Tunisia's Islamic tendency movement is the
Maghreb's premier NINA organization.

Based on the statements and actions of people like Rachid Ghannouchi,
Salah Karkar, Babib Mokni, Saida A3tremi, Noureddine Bhiri, and Slah Jourschi,
a clear picture emerges about an-Nahdah 's goals and methods of action. This
portrait is amplified in the writings of Ghannouchi and by the observations of
independent analysts such as Abdelkader Zghal, Ferida Bejaoui, B6chir Chourou,
and Leila Hessini.

In his 1982 book Da'wat ila al-Ruahd ("An Invitation to the Age of
Reason"), Ghannouchi theorizes about a model of an Islamist movement and
modernization (Vatin 1987, 168). He warns of the potential for government
authoritarianism and violence from both sides to arise during periods of

political transition. When the Westernized ruling elite begins to feel
threatened by the Muslim masses with which it is culturally at odds, it is

likely to suspend public liberties and to tighten political control. But to
remain in power, it needs both allies and clients, whcwi it recruits
selectively from other social strata and to whom it extends some of its own
privileges. Usually, he writes, this is insufficient to achieve total control.
Foreign support is requested, and is obtained in the form of financial and
economic assistance and agreements that cause the national market to become
increasingly dependent upon the Western-controlled international market.
Ruling elites thus become an instrument of repression within an Islamic
country while they themselves are manipulated by external forces (Vatin 1987,
169) .

Political violence arises when the masses and their leaders attempt to
overturn the ruling elites. At such a time, these groups become revolutionary
replacing a dictatorial pro-Western oligarchy by a popular Islamic
dictatorship. This should be avoided, cautions Ghannouchi. He suggests that
it is not the restoration of the old model of the Islamic state which is
desirable; rather, an Islamist movement should strive for the building of a

political society capable of solving the problems of the time (Vatin 1987,
169) .

85-770 - 95
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The goal of the Islamist movement, writes Ghannouchi, is a democracy—
one which embraces the saune qualities made strong through the Western
historical experience of setting onesself free from absolute monarchy and

political repression: equality and liberty. These specific attributes,
according to an-Nahdah's leader, will be implemented within a Muslin
context. They will allow Islam to become truly revolutionary (Vatin 1987,

169).

Following in the tradition of Islamic reformers before them, Ghannouchi
and his an-Nahdah supporters have allowed the Islamic discourse to be
transformed into a political discourse. For them, both Bourguibism—as an

ideology of transformation through secular modernism—and its imitative
successor ideology promoted by Ben Ali, have proven inadequate. They consider
official Isleun and the imams of the state-run mosques to be invalid. The
alternative political-religious discourse provided by an-Nahdah, however, does
not advocate either a complete political turnover or a popular uprising. While
an-Nahdah's leaders may offer a counter-culture, or perhaps even a counter-

society, they are not suggesting a counter-state. And despite the severe

repression that they have suffered under Ben Ali since 1989, an-Nahdah

spokespeople believe they can attain political power through legal means. They
also are optimistic that the present state apparatus, once in more capsdale
hands, will be capable of transforming the country (Vatin 1987, 170).

An-Nahdah continues to promote reformist political programs which

compete with those of the state, as opposed to advocating a program of total

rupture with the established order. This question of rupture brings us back to

archetypal distinctions between legalism and violence, and liberalism and
authoritarianism which run the length of historical Islam. In the most current

phase of Islzunist expression under conditions of authoritarian control and
state repression, an-Nahdah continues to disavow the use of violence and

repeatedly express its support for democracy (see Gasiorowski 1992, 90).

For its part, the Government of Tunisia (GOT) is determined to

extinguish completely all vestiges of political Isljun in the country. Through
a combination of coercion, imprisonment, torture, administrative detention,
surveillance, and cooptation, the GOT is pursuing a policy of total
eradication which leaves no possibility of compromise. Such policies are being
supplemented with a strategy of cultural transformation, political
socialization, and national education intended to produce "new" Tunisian men
and women who will be conmitted to Western, secular values. The ultimate goal
is the creation of a "modern" (i.e., Western-type ) state. For fifty years
(1936-1986) Habib Bourguiba pursued exactly such a strategy. The result was
the emergence of an-Nahdah. There is no reason to believe that the less
charismatic Ben Ali, heading a government that lacks a 'national project"
(Jourschi 1994), can be any more successful.

In its latest report on Tunisia's human rights situation (January 1994),
Amnesty International (AI) has severely criticized the treatment of Islamist

political prisoners. Interviews with Jourschi (a prominent journalist, self-
styled progressive, and vice president of the country's leading human rights
organization (LTDBJ), Bejaoui (a lawyer and jurist currently handling
extradition cases in the ministry of justice), A}iremi (a distinguished an-
Nahdah feminist and lawyer), and Bhiri (AXremi's lawyer husband and well-known
defender of Islamist prisoners who signed the 1988 National Pact as de facto

representative of an-Nahdah), essentially confirm AI '

s harsh assessment.

Despite differing political perspectives, each verified the use of torture,
incommunicado detention far beyond that allowed by law, and administrative
harassment of released political prisoners.
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In response to such criticisms, the GOT argues that the tough policies
have ensured economic growth, improved living standards, and protected social
advances such as the integration of women into public and econojnic life. The
crisis in Algeria has reaffirmed the view of Ben All's admirers abroad that

only a cautious and firm approach can help Tunisia contain the challenge of

populist Islam and deliver economic development. Radical Isl<un has been driven

underground with the results of the March 20, 1994, parliamentary and

presidential elections offering a cautious opening to the mainstrejun

opposition. However, had Moncef Marzoulci, the former president of the LTDH,
been allowed by the authorities to stand against Ben Ali in the presidential
elections, this would have been a truer test of the government's sincerity
jibout opening up the political process. In any case, if the economic gains
can be sustained, the government argues, Tunisia may one day boast of success
in a region more often associated with stunted growth and disappointed popular
aspirations .

Independent observers of the Tunisian political scene are less reassured

by the sweeping electoral victories achieved by Ben Ali and his ruling RCD in
the March 20, 1994, elections. The RCD now controls 144 of the of the 163

seats in the newly enlarged parliament. By a 99.91% margin, Ben Ali was
reelected for another five year term as president. But rather than providing
a renewed sense of political confidence in the country's unique brand of Ben
Ali-ist democracy, the election results have created a deep political vacuum.
Such a transparently manipulated exercise has made a mockery of the so-called

legitimate opposition in parliament, which finds itself demoralized and
discredited in the eyes of most Tunisians. Both the political and
socioeconomic terrains still seem propitious to NINA influence in Tunisia

today notwithstanding (or because of) the country's current favorable economic

performance and the maintenance of a tight, and at times brutal, security
apparatus .

Morocco

The Islamist challenge in Morocco remains real. Major support comes from
two categories of young people situated at the opposite ends of the
socioeconomic ladder: university students and unemployed youth in the cities.
Unlike the situation in Tunisia, however, the debate about political Islam is

public, open, and vigorous even though no Islamist party is legal and the
leader of the most influential Islemdst movement—Abdessalam Yassine of
Justice and Charity (Al-'Adl wal Ihsan)—has been under house arrest in Sal6
since December 1989,

Interviews with a broad range of student Islamist activists, government
officials, intellectuals (writers, film directors, painters), university
professors, journalists, and businessmen reveal a relatively similar
assessment of the current political situation: King Hassan II 's personal
stature and monarchical standing among most of his people remain high and

beyond serious challenge. His religious authority as "commander of the
faithful" is equally secure, albeit somewhat less so among sophisticated urban
elites and educated youth. However, the political credibility and public
policy effectiveness of all of the legal political parties both within and
without parliament (Majlis an-Nuwwab)—those supporting the government as well
as those in opposition— remain in serious doubt among the majority of the

politically conscious electorate, as well as among otherwise politically
passive or indifferent citizens.
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Political lalam and it3 Socioeconoinic Context

Fueling thi3 existing political disenchantment are ongoing social and
economic problems that continue to exacerbate political tensions. These in
turn are at the root of Islamist appeals. The moat crucial challenge facing
the regime are the questions of how to overcome pervasive unemployment and low

living standards. Despite an upturn in the national economy fostered by the

country's market-oriented reforms, urban unemployment remains officially at 20

percent but is probably closer to 40 percent. Underemployment is endemic in
rural areas and millions are dependent on the huge informal economy for their
income. The country also suffers from an exceedingly high illiteracy rate of
more than 50 percent for adult males (closer to 80 percent for adult females),
which effectively excludes large numbers of people from basic semi-skilled
work.

Unemployment and low wages have led many of those who could work in the
formal economy into the informal sector and underground economy, a phenomenon
richly detailed for the city of Fez in the perceptive work of the late
Moroccan economist, Mohamed Salahdine (1988). While not a traditional source
of Islamic recruitment, this category of semi-criminal labor is quickly
reaching its outer limits of consensual political behavior.

A parallel process of de-culturalization is taking place as a

consequence of the ongoing rural exodus into the cities. In 1993, for the
first time, the urban population exceeded the number of those living in the

countryside. Should current trends continue, it is expected that by the year
2000 the rural population will fall to 25 percent of the total (from nearly 50

percent in 1993), even though agriculture remains crucial to the economy.
This has created new social pressures as traditional networks break down and
urban slums become filled with peasants. Unless prompt action is taken to

anchor peasants in the poor north and other depressed rural areas, significant
segments of the urban poor will turn to radical action to overcome their
condition of hopelessness and despair.

Another area of concern is the increasing number of leibor disputes and
the general labor unrest that have resulted from feelings of uncertainty
about living standards as the people begin to feel the pressure of Morocco's

integration into the global economy. The lower middle classes and

professionals are also being affected by these trends. With Morocco having the
lowest wages of any Mediterranean country with privileged access to the

European Community, a broad awath of the lower and middle classes are reacting
with increased strike activity and labor protest.

In the political realm, traditional party politics have once again
become moribund as a result of the opposition Kutla's insJsility to follow up
on its electoral victory in the June 1993 parliamentary elections. The

Istiqlal-USFP alliance lost out in the controversial round of indirect voting
held in September 1993. As a result, the established opposition must now be
convinced that it is worth continuing with conventional party politics and the

voting system and right-wing parties must be reformed to make the system
credible to voters.

Finally, the Sahara issue, while no closer to resolution today than a

year ago, can no longer serve as symbolic substitute for real political and
economic change. Its political capital as a popular symbol of national pride
has virtually run out. As the so-called Saharan consensus comes to a close,
Morocco's political leadership needs to reinvigorate local politics so that
tensions bubbling below the surface can be channeled into legitimate politics
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rather than helping to fuel an iBlamist backlash.

I9lami3t Currents

All three currents of political Islam have found expression in modern
Morocco. Al-Fqih al-Zam2ami (d. 1989) and his traditional Sunni movement is
the least ideological and most authentically traditional of Morocco's Islamist
movements. Zamzami himself underwent a transformation from Sufi to puritanical
reformist in the 1950s. His sons and followers call themselves Sunni which, in
the Moroccan context, is widely used to refer to Muslims who advocate a

strictly Islamic way of life but are not directly involved in political
activities (Munson 1993, 154).

The Sunni movement with which al-Zaunzami is identified is a diffuse
religious and cultural tendency rather than an organized political group. As
such it resembles the apolitical movements described earlier in which
preaching and prayer predominate over political discourse and revolutionary
action. Support comes from an indeterminate grouping of shop)ceeper8 and blue
collar worliers in Morocco and in Europe.

If al-Zamzami represents the most traditional wing of the Islamic
opposition faced by King Hassan in the late twentieth century, AbdeDtrim
Mottei (Muti') and his Islamic Youth (al-Shabiba al-Islamiyya) represent its
most radical one (Munaon 1993, 159). Founded in 1969 by Mottei, a former
inspector in the Education Ministry and ex-USFP activist. Islamic Youth
encompassed five factions and cultivated linJcs with underground Algerian
movements. Under Mottei '

s leadership, al-SheUsiba al-Islamiyya began to
attract supporters in Morocco's high schools and universities in the early
1970s. Mottei fled Morocco in 1975 for refuge in Teheran following the
assassination of leftist journalist and Marxist intellectual Cnar Ben Jelloun
whom the government alleged was the target of al-Shabiba murderers.

Mottei subsequently moved to Belgium. In 1984 he was sentenced to death
in absentia for his alleged role in the January 1984 rioting when over 2,000
arrests were made after the distribution of tracts at outdoor religious
meetings. In September of 1985, following the discovery of arms caches that
July at border points with Algeria, 26 Islamists were sentenced (fourteen to
death) in Casablanca for plotting to overthrow the monarchy. Three of these
admitted to membership in al-Shabiba. Islamic Youth cells continue to operate,
especially in the migrant cojimunity. For all intents and purposes, however,
this most radical Islamic organization has been effectively shut down the
result of government repression and cooptation.

By the mid-19803 other groups were carrying the banner of radical
religious protest. A former Mottei colleague from 1976 to 1981, Abdellah
Benkirane formed the Islzunic Association. In 1986, he renounced violence and
attempted open opposition politics. By 1992, the Islamic Association had
become the Reform and Renewal movement—unofficially recognized and tolerated
by Hassan. In interviews with this writer and others, Benkirane has repeatedly
stressed an acceptance of the monarchy and his willingness "to work peacefully
and through persuasion." Although his efforts to move into conventional
politics have been thwarted, other Islamists accuse him of complicity with the
regime. In either case, Renewal and Reform is a movement of limited
significance as an opposition movement and is ignored by mainstream politics.
The ease with which outsiders can visit and interview Benkirane in Rabat
suggests monarchical complicity. Some go bo far as to contend that Benkirane
receives a regular stipend from the government so that he may continue to
spread his message of nonrevolutionary revivalism.
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Like elsewhere in the Maghreb, NINA dominate the political discourse o£

Islamic opposition in Morocco. Abdessalam Yassine's Justice and Charity
organization is the largest and most popular o£ such movements. The government
has cracked down on the movement—placing Yassine under house arrest in
December 1989 and banning his group altogether in 1990.

The man who leads Justice and Charity is a respected albeit frail

religious leader approaching seventy. Like his counterparts in Tunisia and

Algeria, Yassine exudes a "spiritual aura" as well as a gentleness that comes

as a shock to anyone familiar with the stridency of some of his published
polemics. Like Madani in Algeria and Ghannouchi in Tunisia, Yassine's

"scraggly beard" and "twinkle in his eyes" suggests grandfatherly benevolence
rather than religious fanaticism (Munaon 1993, 162).

Yassine made himself known as early as 1974 with an open letter to King
Hassan entitled "Islam or Deluge?" in which he warned Hassan that he will

incur the wrath of God if he does not repent and return to the path of

righteousness. In 1981, Yassine published, in French, La Revolution a I'Beure
de I'Islan, which he described as a "book of appeal" as well as a "book of

combat." The issue, he wrote in the preface, was to "Islamicize modernity not

to modernize Islam." The "great challenge" was to overcome jahiliyya, "a world

governed by ignorance, violence, and selfishness; a world with no spiritual

principles whatsoever." In this context, jahil societies are non-Muslim,
Western societies whose undue influence on Islamic peoples explain their

suffering, backwardness, and oppression.

He contended that these jahil societies have to be replaced by Islamic

regimes who would establish "Islamic democracy." Such a democracy would
introduce a system governed "by the wise, not the sly." The new rules would

rest on three elements: the restoration of justice through law, the

reestablishment of morals through education, and the revival of hiaba (the

power to control). Islamic democracy means representation (i.e. elections at

each stage), responsibility, control and thus sanction. Political

participation and majority governance are the rule.

Like all NINA movements, Yassine identifies the "jahiliyya syndrome" as

the central source of Isliunic backwardness and suffering. The only weapon
which can be successfully used to fight jahiliyya is jihad; but jihad as

action, not violence. It is leas a battling with the enemy than an active

supporting of "education and political action until jahiliyyan ideas and

habits have been completely defeated."

Based around strict observance of the Bharia, the quarterly periodical
Al-Jama'a has advocated a nationwide, non-violent drive toward social justice.
Yassine's R4volution book drew upon the segment of the population living in

absolute poverty (then at least 25 percent of the total and around 35 percent
when those living marginally above were included) as much as Hassan's quasi-
secular reign for inspiration.

There are no reliable statistics on the membership in Yassine's
movement, although the 500,000 put forth by the group itself seems highly
inflated. On the other hand, the 5,000 to 10,000 figure provided by Benkirane
seema too low. Based on the numbers who went out to demonstrate in 1990 and

1991 in the streets of Rabat, 50,000 does not seem an unreasonable figure (see

Appendix A) . While we may never Jcnow the exact number of people who are

members of al-Adl wal-Ihsan, it is safe to say that large numbers of people—
mostly educated youth but also unemployed ones (educated or othervise)—
respond favorably to Yassine's message of justice, democracy, opportunity.
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integrity, and pride. Deprived of local mosques to spread their message,
Yaseine's followers depend on word-of-mouth, radio cassettes, small
circulation magazines and newspapers, and overseas Muslim communities to

propagate their ideas.

Current Trends

One reliable Moroccan source identifies the existence of 29 so-called
Islamic tendency movements {Maroc Bebdo , 21-27 January 1994, p. 9). But only
a handful have national popular support, and Yassine's group is far in the
lead (Abdallah BenXirane ' 8 Reform and Renewal is a very distant second). For
the most part. Islamist political activity in Morocco is nonviolent, despite
numerous incidents on university campuses in which Islamists and leftists have

fought one another. The most recent outburst occurred on 2 February 1994,
when government security forces had to be called in and classes suspended
indefinitely at the university in Fez because of clashes between Islamist and
leftist students.

Where political support is relatively equally divided between Islamists
and leftists (as is the case on the campuses in Fez, Oujda, Rabat, and
Kenitra), the number of violent incidents between these groups tends to
increase. Where l8l2Lmi8t student support is dominant, however, such as at the

university centers in Casablanca, Marrakech, El Jadida, and Hohaiivnedia ,

tensions rarely overflow into overt conflict, whether directed at university
and government authorities or at opposing student groups. The Baathist-
oriented leftist university students have an estiiblished record of aggressive
behavior. As their support has dwindled on campuses such as Fez where they
were once dominant, they have been quick to engage the more popular Islamist

groups in physical assaults. A pattern of such assaults has been evident in
recent years.

The degree to which the questions of the who, what, when, where, how,
and why of Islamism are raised and debated is revealed in the print media's
treatment of the subject. Maroc Bebdo, an independent weekly newspaper
published and edited by Mohamed Selhami in Casablanca, is one excellent

exjunple. In its issue of January 21-27, 1994 (No. 113), for example, a 15-page
section was devoted to the subject: "Le Casses-Tete Integriste: La Mouvance
Islamiste Chez Nous.* Every critical aspect of political Islam— its
socioeconomic origins, organizations and leaders, support on university
campuses, relationship to women's issues, status in France, the roles of
extremism and violence—were treated in both a nonideological and

nonpropagandistic tone. Similarly, an interview with Said Naoui (an Islaunist
student leader at the law faculty of Basaan II university in Casablanca)
appeared in the 13 January 1994, issue of Liberation, the USFP'a French-
language daily newspaper. This article was candid and forthright as well.

These are but two of the numerous examples one can cite to demonstrate
how both Islamists and the government see)c to engage and debate the question
of political Islam in the country. To be sure, this has not led to formal

political recognition of any Isleunist movement. Nor does such recognition seem

likely anytime soon. But given the degree of violence occurring in Algeria and
the oppressive political environment being created in Tunisia, it is clear
that Moroccan government officials. Islamist activists, and independent-niinded
intellectuals, journalists, and academicians have chosen a more moderate path
that emphasizes public dialogue and discourse rather than confrontation and
violence .

But this does not guarantee that political violence will not erupt in
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the near future. The conditions that tend to motivate people to take violent
action are still present: an enormity of economic problems, a deep malaise
extant among the unemployed youth living in squalid conditions in the

country's large cities, and bleak prospects for high school and university
students in finding rewarding and appropriate employment when they graduate.
Further, the cultural and moral challenges posed by the pervasiveness of

Western tourism, entertainment, films, television, music, and literature also

raise disturbing questions for Moroccan conservatives, traditionalists, and

believers. But in all of these instances, populist Islam—whose message is

just as much political and moral-cultural as it is religious—provides many
with a hope for change. It will continue to influence the thinking and

attitudes of the young and the urban poor through religious discourse and

delivery of services— jobs, housing, emergency medical treatment, subsidized

food, and tutoring.

For its part and with an eye to what is going in other parts of the

Maghreb, the Government of Morocco (GOM) will continue to pursue an

incremental approach to democracy by releasing political prisoners, improving
its human rights situation, promoting elections, televising parliamentary
debates, and permitting open public discussion to appear in the country's
press. Should this accommodationist environment be maintained, there is little

liltelihood that Islamic radicalism will substitute for NINA in the next twelve

months .

Algeria

Interviews with government officials (Rezag Bara and Sahnoun),

independent Algerian scholars (Harbi, El Kenz, Moussaoui, and Rouadjia),
French journalists and researchers (Desjardins, Labat, Verges, and Leca), and

FIS (Front Islamique du Salut) leaders and supporters (Haddam, K6bir,
Benaissa, and Kraouche) confirm the view that the Islamic Salvation Front

remains the premier movement of political opposition in Algeria today. Should

elections take place in the near future, the FIS would still win the majority
of votes. The "mainstresun" FIS political leadership—Abassi Hadani, Abdelkader

Hachani, Rabah K6bir, Anwar Haddam—continues to remain committed to a

political solution to Algeria's current crises, the occasional militant
rhetoric of K6bir and Baddam notwithstanding. These so-called jazairis—those

committed to a distinctly "Algerian" solution to Algerian problems, and whose
intellectual inspiration comes from the writings of Halek Bennabi (d. 1973)—
reject all internationalist models of Islamic society, believe in an electoral

strategy for assuming power, and support the idea of gradually applying the

aharia to Algerian society. Even so, the more radical positions of Ali Benhadj
and Keunareddine Kherbane—so-called internationalists conmitted to jihad and

inspired by Iran and other "foreign" models—are still considered part of the

broader spectrum of political tendencies incorporated within the Islamist
"front."

Context

A specific Islamic revivalist trend emerged in Algeria as part of the

broader awakening of Arab-Muslim consciousness that was taking place among the

peoples of the Middle East and North Africa during the 1919-1939 period. Both

locally derived forces and external influences were involved. Most important
among the internal factors was the psychological impact of World War I on the

Algerian masses. Although the majority of the population remained indifferent

to the social and economic appeals of the Francophone assimilationist elites

(^voiu^s), this was not the case with the inherent appeal of Islam—with which
all Algerians could identify as a religious-cultural as well as a political
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symbol. More important perhaps was the influence of the pan-Islamic salafiyya
reform movement on the thinking of certain Algerian religious figures. Calling
for a return to the puritanical ways of the Muslim past in order to mount a

more effective challenge to European technological and organizational
superiority, the salafiyya movement was aimed at reasserting the Islamic

identity and Arab-Muslim heritage of individual Arabs. The leading Algerian
Muslim figure of this Islamic reformism was Shaykh Abdelhamid Ben Badis. Along
with other Muslim reformers, Ben Badis created in 1931 the Association of

Algerian Ulema, whose motto was to be "Islam in my Religion, Arabic is my
Language, Algeria is my Country," reflecting the group's nationalist character
and its emphasis on the dual Arab and Islamic nature of Algeria (see Entelis
1986, 42).

After independence in 1962, the Algerian state incorporated Islam as

part of its official discourse. The new ruling military-party hierarchy
integrated Islam's religious institutions, coopted its clerical class by
requiring state-approved certification, and screened (and sometimes even

composed) Friday mosque sermons—all administered through a new bureaucracy
created for such purposes, the Ministry of Religious Affairs. No expression of

independent Islamist thought was permitted to be organized free of state

supervision and control. Respected religious thinXers identified with

salafiyya reformism were allowed to express their ideas within a narrow
Islamic religio- jurisprudential framework. To ensure ideological compliance,
these thinXers were often themselves made into government functionaries

responsible to the religious affairs ministry. Yet official Islam in

independent Algeria was challenged from the very beginning.

Only a year after independence, the Qiyam al-Islamiyya (Islamic Values)
association, founded by Male)c Bennabi and Tidjani al-Bachani, opposed the
secular and socialist policies of Ahmed Ben Bella (1962-1965) and, later,
Bouari Boumedienne (1965-1978). Bennabi himself was a serious scholar but his
followers often used violence—this led to the organization's being suspended
in 1966 following demonstrations protesting Sayyid Qutb's execution in Egypt,
and to its being banned altogether in 1970.

Yet state Islam failed to satisfy the many deep aspirations of
disoriented Algerians. Into this vacuum stepped Mustafa Bouyali, who came to

represent the most violent expression of that disaffection. In the 1980s, his
small group of militant followers in the armed Islamic movement (Mouvement
Islamique Arm6—MIA) initiated attac]cs against the government in the Larbaa

region south of Algiers. In 1987, he was hunted down and killed by security
forces, and his remaining followers imprisoned.

A more rational and nonviolent discourse of anti-state Islamism was

being promoted by other less flamboyant but more scholarly figures during the
same period. Shaykh Abd al-Latif Soltani and Shaykh Ahmad Sahnoun, respected
Islamic legal scholars who had long opposed the secularist policies of both
Boumedienne and Chadli Benjedid (1979-1992), were thrust into the spotlight by
a series of clashes between Islamists and government forces in 1981 and 1982.
Of particular significance were the mass arrests at a November 1982 religious
rally at the University of Algiers—these in turn led to a protest gathering
of 100,000 demonstrators in support of Islamist youth at the university. Among
those arrested were Soltani, Sahnoun, and Abassi Madani, then a little known

university educator. When Soltani died under house arrest in March 1984 at the

age of 82, his funeral procession drew over 25,000 mourners in what was the

largest Islamic demonstration since that in 1982 (see Noakes 1993).

With Soltani 's death, Sahnoun became the most prominent Muslim leader in
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Algeria. He founded the Islamic Da'awa (Preaching) League Jtnown as as the
Rabita (League) in an attempt to bring together different strands of Islamic
thought. Among those also involved in the Rabita were Abassi Hadani, Shaylth
Mahfoud Nahnah, and Abdellah Ojaballah. Sahnoun strove to keep the movement
from splintering while at the same time encouraging open debate and free
expression of the often contrasting yet equally legitimate viewpoints among
Islamist thinners and activists. The Rabita sought to remain apolitical, and
instead concentrated on social, cultural, educational, and religious
questions. Likewise, Sahnoun himself sought to distance himself from any overt
political role eventhough the Rabita "s activities have had and continue to
have considerable political impact (see Noakes 1993).

The bloody riots of October 1988 transformed lalamism from a social to a

political movement; the preachers and Islamic thinkers trained in the
philosophical school of Ben Badis reformism were displaced as the voice of
alternative Islam. Following these events, a new current of politically active
Islamists crystallized—bent on reforming state and society not just by social
action and education but through direct involvement in the political process.
Isleunists did not spearhead the October riots. But they did act as a

stabilizing force, with people like Ali Benhadj (the activist preacher of the
Sunna mosque in the capital's Kouba district) intervening and helping to
restrain the rioters' anger. But it was probably Abassi Hadani who best
represented the philosophical as well as generational link between the

preachers (religious Islamists) and politicians (reformist Islamists) of

oppositional Islam.

Born in 1931, Abassi was a youthful member of the PPA-MTLD of Hessali
Hadj. He became associated with FLN (National Liberation Front) founders
Mustafa Ben Boulaid and Rabat Bitat, and joined the party upon its creation in
1954. Arrested for his participation in the outbreak of the insurrection in
November of the same year, he spent the duration of the war of independence in

prison. During Ben Bella's presidency he was associated with al-Qiyam. He

emerged as a leader of the Islamic movement after the November 1982
demonstrations at the University of Algiers, at which time he co-signed (with
Soltani and Sahnoun) a declaration of fourteen demands aimed at the regime.
That act subsequently earned him over a year in prison (see Kapil 1991, 34).

with the moves toward more political openness that followed the 1988
riots, the Isleunic Salvation Front (Front Islamique du Salut—FIS) was formed
in March 1989 and given legal accreditation in September 1989. From its
outset, the FIS was an amalgam of different currents of political thought
within the broader Islamist movement. Although the party's members agree on
the ultimate goal of an Islamic state based on the sharia, there are
disagreements over both strategy and tactics. The FIS's supreme council, the
Majlis ash-Shura, is composed of representatives of several different
political trends within the party. There are moderate and radical wings which
look to Madani and Benhadj respectively.

Despite their different personalities and temperaments, to say nothing
of their opposing political tactics, Madani and Benhadj have come to symbolize
the overall cooperative character of political Islam. In any case, none of
their differences has been allowed to impede the FIS's political organization
and party mobilization. After its legalization, the leadership of the FIS
quickly set about strengthening the party in preparation for local and
regional elections set for June 1990. While the ruling FLN continued to enjoy
a considerable edge in funding and organization, the FIS surprised many with
its rapid formation of a party infrastructure. This was attributed to the
FIS's use of a preexisting network of mosques throughout the country, its
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eibility to organize cadres already involved in lalamiat activities, and the

considerable skill and charisma of Hadani and Benhad j . The results were

overwhelming electoral successes for the FIS in the June 1990 local and

regional elections as well as the 1991 parliamentary elections—despite the

incarceration of both leaders in June 1991 (see Noakes 1993).

Emboldened by the FIS 'a euccesa, both Nahnah and Ojaballah created their
own Islamist movements—HAMAS (Movement for an Islamic Society (1990)) and an-

Nahdah (Renaissance (1990)) respectively. Both represent a form of moderate
Islamism less willing to challenge the state; further, it is uncertain how

truly independent of government control these groups are. Some observers have

suggested that, li)ce BenJcirane's Reform and Renewal movement in Morocco, HAMAS
and an-Nahdah are being manipulated by the state in an effort to "divide and

rule' political Islam. It also seems likely that the authorities are

attempting to revive the legitimacy of the preachers and clerics of

•religious" Islam by way of challenging the popularity of the FIS.

This interpretation is confirmed in part by President Liamine Zeroual'a
creation on May 18, 1994, of the so-called "National Transition Council," an
unelected body intended to act as an interim legislature and forum for debate

prior to the holding of postponed parliamentary elections. According to the

Algerian head of state, the TNC is to be one of the three pillars of his

regime, together with the National Economic and Social Council (installed on 9

May 1994) and the presidency. For their part, all of the main political
parties have boycotted the new body, save for HAMAS which has five seats in
the 200-member assembly. Under current political conditions, the formation of

the TNC seems to be a strategy of too little, too late.

Following the arrest of the FIS leaders and, later, the suspension of

the December 1991 elections, the FIS leadership split. Some advocated a hard
line towards the government (Hashmi Sahnouni and Bashir F'kih) while others

promoted dialogue ( Sa
' id Guechi and Benazzouz Zebda) . All, however, were

ultimately displaced following the army's banning of the FIS in March 1992 and
the arrest of many of the FIS leaders and followers, including pro-Hadani
moderates like Abdelkader Hachani. It should come as no surprise, therefore,
that the violent strand of Algerian Islaunism should have reemerged to

spearhead the current phase of political contestation.

Radical Islam

Despite the primacy of politics over revolution to achieve power, the
FIS is increasingly being radicalized by the circumstances in which it finds
itself: Madani and Benhadj in jail, thousands of FIS militants holed up in
desert camps, government-directed "death squads* killing and intimidating FIS

supporters, and a government now fully in the hands of the military (Defense
Minister Liamine Zeroual) which is determined to impose "law and order" at any
cost. Within such an environment, the FIS has developed and pursued a dual

strategy: one political and diplomatic, the other military. While it is not

possible to confirm the precise organizational links between the FIS and the

plethora of radical groups which have emerged since the military coup d'6tat
of 11 January 1992, it is clear that whatever ties do exist are serving to

apply pressure on the ruling military group. This strategy was devised as a

response to the policies being applied by the military junta—despite the
recent (May 1994) creation by Ma^or General Zeroual of a group of "independent
national figures" (Ben Bella, Zbiri, Yahiaoui, Mazouzi, Mahsas) to promote
"dialogue" with the Islamist opposition, the government shows little sign of

compromise. The release from prison and the placing under house arrest of
Madani and Benhadj on 13 September 1994 may signal a shift in this policy
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although it is still too early to fully evaluate the political implications of
this symbolic gesture.

On 11 October 1993, for example, 13 Islamist activists were executed by
firing squad, the largest number to date. The following day an Algiers court
condemned another five Islamists to death for charges including murder and

"undermining state security." The number of executions is increasing. Seven
Isleunic radicals were executed on 31 August 1993, including Rachid Hachaichi

(a senior Air Algeria pilot) and Bocine Abderrahmane (former head of Madani's
office and the man elected to represent Bouzareah in the cancelled December
1991 election) .They were among the 38 people charged with involvement in the

August 1992 Algiers airport bombing. Among those charged in absentia were
Rabah K4bir, and members of Madani's family including his son Oussama.

These executions have had a dramatic impact on the overall Algerian
political situation leading to intensified violence on all sides, including
the use of government "death squads" against presumed Islamists or their

sympathizers and the targeting of foreigners by radical Islamic groups. The
ns mainstream leadership may have calculatedly formed a military conmand in

response to the 1992 putsch; or spontaneously organized groups (independent of

any central authority) may have emerged to fill the void left by the

imprisonment of Madani and Benhadj in June 1991 and the abolishment of FIS in
March 1992—but this question has become purely academic. The reality of

Algerian political life in late 1994 is increasingly blurring the differences
between "violent" and "nonviolent" Islamists.

Yet a fundamental historical and structural distinction continues to

separate more moderate reformers from radicals. While the former use violence
as a last-resort tactic in applying pressure on a recalcitrant leadership that

perpetuates conditions of political and physical oppression, the latter
consider violence as central to the political "cleansing" necessary to
establish a new social order. The emphasis on the cathartic value of violence
as a psycho-political experience recalls the theory of revolutionary violence

put forth by Frantz Fanon four decades earlier during the Algerian war of
national liberation.

Islamic radicalism in Algeria is associated with Mustafa Bouyali— a man
who conducted a continuous and violent struggle against what he described as
the "impious" state from 1981 to 1987, when he met his death at the hands of
state security forces. His followers never put down their arms, however, and
continued to fight viciously against the hated secular "nation-state."

Pacified during the period when the FIS dominated the political
landscape (1989-1992), radical Islam has reemerged with a certain vengeance
since the coup d'etat of January 1992. The current crop of radicals is

composed of a mixture of ex-Bouyalists opposed to the FIS's political strategy
and a new breed salafiyyist militant—the latter was "re-Islamized" by the

political discourse of the FIS and further radicalized following the

interruption of the electoral process in December 1991.

Pardoned by Chadli on 1 November 1989, the last group of Bouyalists
still in jail emerged at a time when the FIS was already legalized and

operating. This group of poat-1989 ex-Bouyalists can be distinguished from

Bouyali '8 followers in the 1981-1982 period. The latter constituted the
nucleus of radical militants who had stayed with their leader until he was
killed in 1987 but whose prison experience further enraged and hardened them.

They have come to constitute the core of the militants currently involved in

the roost violent acts against the state. They were encouraged in their actions
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by the strike activities of May-June 1991 and, more decidedly, with the coup

in 1992. Their goal is straightforward and unambiguous: total destruction of

the "corrupt" nation-state to be replaced by a pure, "authentic" Muslim state

(see Labat 1994) .

The newer generation of Islamic radicals has been intellectually

inspired by certain figures in the FIS who themselves have turned away from

the movement following the suspension of the 1991 elections. The best Jtnown

among them is Said MeJchloufi—a 40 year old former army officer who published
in early 1991 a pamphlet entitled "Civil Disobedience: Foundations,

Objectives, Means, and Methods of Action" which was distributed in mosques

throughout the country until banned by the government.

In it, Mekhloufi writes that "democracy ia a method used by the state to

bend people to its wishes" (Labat 1994, 54). Also, "the point of view of the

majority cannot be taken into account" when preparing for an Islamic state"

(Labat 1994, 54). Public contestation by itself, he says, has no future and

one must pursue "a unique solution consisting of completely overturning the

regime based on popular struggle using the principal of civil disobedience"

(Labat 1994,54) which itself is an intermediary step between political action

and armed (military) action. This follows from the logic of "gradual
dissuasion" leading to "direct conflict" as way by which to accomplish a

complete rupture with the state.

As a consequence of such writings and beliefs, He)thloufi was removed

from the ma j lis ash-ahura of the FIS in July 1991 when the latter decided to

participate in the legislative elections of December 1991. Mekhloufi went

underground where he directed and continues to direct anti-state actions in

the maquis (see Liberation (Paris), 14 March 1994, 21).

Another Muslim radical who was instrumental in creating an "Islamic

armed struggle" is Abdelkader Chebouti, an ex-Bouyalist and former military
officer in the national liberation army (Arm^e de Liberation Nationale—ALN)

who continued to serve as an army officer after independence. Chebouti was

among the followers of Bouyali who was amnestied by Chadli in 1989. Never a

member of the FIS or its consultative council, Chebouti had close ties to All

Benhadj who himself had flirted with the Bouyalist group. Both Mekhloufi and

Chebouti came to represent a political fusion of the ideological puritanism of

the salafiyyists with the armed militancy of hardened guerrillas—whose

formative experience derived from direct combat in Algeria's war of national

liberation, the Islamic insurrection in Afghanistan, and the struggle in the

maquis with Mustafa Bouyali. It was no surprise therefore that in 1992

Mekhloufi and Chebouti teamed up to create the armed Islamic movement

(Houvement Islamique Arm6—MIA), whose neune, intent, and spirit borrowed

directly from the Bouyalist experience. In early 1992, the ruling military

junta overturned the election results of December 1991, forced the

resignation of Chadli Benjedid, installed a puppet regime composed of

discredited ex-FLN politicians, and abolished the FIS as a legalized

political party. As a result, the MIA became the unofficial armed wing of the

FIS and, with it, brought the Islamic radicals to political prominence in

Algeria.

If Abassi Madani represents the FIS's political and philosophical link

between the preachers and the reformers, Ali Benhadj represents the Front's

connection between the reformers and the radicals.

Born in 1956 and later to become a high school teacher, Benhadj (known

by his many admirers aa "Alilou," an affectionate diminutive) has been an
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lalamic militant since the 19708. Close to the Bouyali group, he was arrested
in 1983 and sentenced in 1985 by a state security court. Benhadj represents
the "mystical" tendency in Algerian political Islam. The many fatwas that he
has been issuing since his arrest in June 1991 (following the Hay-June
strikes) reflect a form of mysticism meant to inspire followers to radical
action. Arabophone educated and intellectually nourished by the writings of

Sayyid Qutb and Abdallah Azam, Benhadj approximates the thinking if not the
actions of the Gamaa (Jama'a) movement in Egypt (see Labat 1994).

Benhadj is emblematic of many of this type of radical: Arabophone
professors teaching in primary and secondary schools who also act as

independent imams to preach their redemptive messages in mystical tones. Also
within this group are petty Arabophone functionaries who resent their
subordinate status and inferior position vis-i-vis their Francophone-educated
superiors; men marginalized by their society who became romantically converted
by the "sacred" Islamic cause; and army deserters bitter for having been
passed up for promotion by their Western-trained and educated counterpart
officers.

The radicalization of elements of the refonnist group ia in part the
aftereffect of the failure of the FIS to succeed on the political front.
Indeed, their violence is the direct result of this failure. Nonetheless,
these ex-FIS militants still articulate an eminently political Islam which
could find resonance in a more refonnist-Islamic political environment.

In the current political environment of violence and terror, an even
more militant and radicalized form of political Islam has emerged to challenge
all three configurations of Islamism—the armed Islamic group (Groupe
Islamique Arm^—GIA) (see Millet 1994).

Established in 1989, the GIA is composed of a diverse group of Islamic
radicals who challenge the political leadership of the FIS and the military
comnand of the MIA. Its leaders—Mansouri Meliani (Chebouti's ex-lieutenant
who was arrested on July 28, 1992, and executed a year later), Mourad Si Ahmed
(aka Djaafar Seifallah), Abdelhak Layada (extradited from Morocco in

September 1993)—are considered "the scourges of God" dedicated to "purifying"
Algeria by fire and steel. No one is immune from their attacks—nationalists,
foreigners, journalists, writers, nor even moderate Islamists like Madani.

The GIA is probably the only important Islamist organization which
rejects any affiliation with the FIS and opposes Chebouti's leadership—going
so far as to sabotage several meetings of Islamist leaders in 1992 and to
denounce all rival groups in the maquis. A violent confrontation between the
FIS-MIA and GIA seems almost inevitable; only the army's continued oppression,
death squad killings, and accelerated executions may be capable of delaying if
not preventing such an eventuality.

According to some pro-government sources, the GIA is only fiction,
created as a front to cover up the real perpetrators of the killings of
foreigners and intellectuals (GIA tracts have been found near their victims).
For the army, it is a FIS front group; for the FIS, it's an army- supported
"death squad." Rabah K6bir, the FIS representative in Europe, has said as much
when he declared that Islam "forbids even the touching of a woman's hair"
(Yared, #1725 [1994): 16). The killings of Mohamed Boudiaf (6/29/92), Kasdi
Merbah (8/21/93), and Mohamed Bouslimani ( 11/26/93) [the "conciliator" shaykh],
give certain credence to the FIS theory.

There are no reports of actual meetings with GIA representatives—only
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tracts, cassettes, and phone conversations that identify two leaders of the

group: Omar el-Eulmi, the 'mufti* of the GIA from 1991 until his death in

March 1993; and Abdelhak Layada, who proclaimed himself comraander in chief of

GIA in January 1993 before being arrested five months later in Oujda, Morocco.

The most valuable source of information on the GIA comes from its daily

publication, Al-Ansar ("The Partisans"). It is currently published in Poland
and circulated in the GIA-controlled maquis or broadcast clandestinely from

bases in Peshawar on the Pakistani-Afghan border. From this source the

following profile emerges. The GIA has no founding date or single
organization. Rather, it is composed of four maquis scattered in different

regions of Algeria.

The Blida maquis was headed by Mansouri Meliani after his release from

prison in 1989 under Chadli's general amnesty. As a former lieutenant of

Bouyali, he had been imprisoned for four years. He had a falling out with
Chebouti in early 1992 . Arrested on 28 July 1992, Meliani was executed a year
later. His son-in-law, Mourad Si Ahmed ( aka Djaafar Seifallah and Djaafar el-

Afghan), originally from eastern Algeria, succeeded Meliani as head of the

Blida maquis. The army tracked down and killed Djaafar on 26 February 1994,

achieving an important victory over the GIA.

The Algiers network was initially headed by Mohamed Allal (alias Mohamed

Leveilley). It was Layada, flanked by his mufti Cmar el-Eulmi, who replaced
Leveilley following his death in Tamezguida in September 1992.

The Meftah zone southeast of Algiers is lined with commandos of the al-

Takfir wal Hijra (Excommunication and Exile) group. Created in Egypt in 1971,
it was organized in Algeria in 1974 and calls for the establishment of an

Islamic state through violence. Al-Takfir was involved in the 1988 riots and

launched a ceunpaign against the array in suirsner 1991. The "emir" of the group,
No6 el-Fiali, was later arrested and executed. The current head is Ahmed
Bouamra (aka Dr. Bou Ahmed), the "Pakistani."

The Sid Ahmed Lahrani group constitutes the fourth element of the GIA. A
former military officer, he planned the daring attack against the Admiralty in

rebruary 1992. A year later he was gunned down.

Despite their different paths, leaders, and modes of operation, all four
elements of the GIA share important common characteristics: The first

generation of guerrilla fighters surrounding Meliani was destroyed. Their
successors are quite young: Layada is 34 and Seifallah was under 30. Like

Layada, who is the "star" of Hussein Dey, the majority of the militants, some
of whom were former juvenile delinquents or petty criminals, come from the

poor neighborhoods of eastern Algiers: Boufarik, Bordj el-Kiffan, etc. The

Algiers region is its stronghold, with its influence in the rest of the

country still quite limited.

The GIA is well armed as a result of its many successes in overrunning
army positions, barracks, and supplies. It is possible that the al-Takfir

group has support from Lebanon's Hizballah, which has trained the Algerians in

southern Lebanon. A more likely source of support comes from Afghanistan's
prime minister Gulbuddin He)anatyar (Bizb Islami) and Abdel Rassoul Sayyaf
( Ittihad Islami) .

The GIA derives its notoriety from its attacks against foreigners. Its

strategy is to reject all forms of legal political action in order to
establish "the Islamic caliphate in Algeria." Based on statements published in
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Al-Anear, Layada has declared that the GIA "rejects the religion of democracy
considering political pluralism as sedition. Never do we intend to participate
in elections or enter into the parliament. It is only God who can legislate
such things" (Yared, #1725 [1994]: 18). "Our jihad consists of killing and
getting rid of all those who fight against God and his Prophet," Abdelkader
Hattab (Layada's successor) has written (Yared, #1725 [1994] :18). Targets do
include intellectuals but most of the GIA's energy is focused on the junta,
with "the battle to continue until the complete destruction of the regime"
(Yared, #1725 (1994): 18). In its most recent issue, Al-Anaar (May 1994) has
called for a "permanent jihad.'

Both the GIA and the FIS-MIA combat for the leadership of the "armed
struggle." The GIA denounces Hadani, Benhadj, and K6bir as "compromisers" who
Jtnow nothing about religion and politics; MeJthloufi, the MIA strategist, is
labelled "an agent of the SM" (Security Militaire) (Yared, #1725 [1994] :18).

Army Crackdown and Populist Response

It is uncertain how deeply anchored the GIA is among Algerian youth and
others who might become potential supporters, if not activists, in the "armed
struggle." What is less in doubt, however, is the impact that army enforcement
measures are having on politicising th« otherwise inert and indifferent youth
who live in the alums of large Algerian cities. The principal beneficiary of
this political backlash has been the MIA, but also the FIS.

As the level of violence has escalated, government forces have applied a

policy of ratissage (police sweeps), torture, and mass arrests which have
turned the poor from popular neighborhoods directly against the state. In the
squalor of Eucalyptus, a rundown suburban city eight kilometers south of
central Algiers, the arrest of people like "Youssef," whose only interests
are in sports and American movies, reverberates throughout the neighborhoods
politicizing the young (Martinez 1994; see also Desjardins 1994). As a first
hand observer has reported, "the practice of torturing the young men of poor
neighborhoods who are otherwise little politicized gives credibility to the
Islamic discourse about the delegitimization of the state" (Martinez 1994,
96).

Arrests, humiliation, torture—these form the image of street youths
from the tough and deprived neighborhoods like that of Eucalyptus. Such
practices enhance the appeal of Abdelkader Chebouti and other Islamic
militants who are viewed as "heroes" by the urban underclass.

In the imagination of most impoverished youth, the period when the FIS
was elected to govern local municipalities (June 1990) is considered the

"golden days" in comparison with current conditions. From the perspective of
the urban poor, the FIS is credited for providing order and efficiency through
a system of social discipline, equal justice for all, and swift punishment.
Such measures were appreciated by those living in fear and intimidation of
street toughs, petty criminals, and trouble makers.

There is a widespread feeling of rage against the authorities in power
and a corresponding delegitimization of a broad range of political groupings
including the FLN, PAGS (Parti de 1

' Avant-Garde Socialiste), FFS (Front des
Forces Socialistes) , and the RCD (Rasaemblement pour la Culture et la
D6mocratie)—all of whom are viewed as part of the problem. For the poor and
the hopeless, the FIS represents the armed struggle to provide justice to
those who participated in the October 1988 riots of which the poor were a

central part. The suspension of the December 26, 1991, legislative elections
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aiinply added to their existing rage.

The mobilization of youth behind the FIS has little to do with a knee-

jerk reaction to Islamism, and instead reflects a respect for the concrete

accomplishments of the ?IS in the areas of daily concern for the inhabitants
of neighborhoods similar to Eucalyptus—crime, jobs, housing, sanitation,
health, law and order.

The FIS does not so much represent the political instrument for

reactualizing a former Islamic period as much as it does a party capeible of

reestablishing Algeria as a leader in the Third World in the manner promoted
by Boumedienne. For them, the Boumedienne era is longed for as a time when

peace and security prevailed. Chebouti is viewed as someone who can reimpose
that civil peace and regain the country's international luster.

Chebouti has become something of a heroic figure for many disenchanted

youth of the Algiers slums and their suburbs. He replaces Bouyali as head of

the MIA in the aspirations of those looking for hope and a future. Each anti-
state act attributed to the "Lion de la Montagne* ("Lion of the Mountain") is

celebrated by the youth as part of their faith that the moujahidines (Islamic
guerrilla fighters) will ultimately triumph.

In their eyes, Chebouti "s armed campaign represents both the rational,
constructive resistance as well as the heroic, romantic revolutionary struggle
fought in the mountains that is reminiscent of the increasingly mythologized
national war of independence against the French. He has ccn\e to symbolize

" le

Sabre d' Allah" ("The Sword of God")—the violent incarnation of their deep
social grievances.

For the majority of the youth interviewed by Martinez (1994) in the

spring of 1993 in Eucalyptus, there is strong moral, personal, and political
support for the Islamic armed struggle. But few of them have actually joined
the ranks of combatants; even the cancellation of the 1991 elections was, to

most, insufficient reason to join the maquis.

On the other hand, the army's repressive policies, which are perceived
by many of the poor youth of Eucalyptus as being directed against them, are

rapidly mobilizing increased support for Chebouti and the violence he

represents. For many, Chebouti is an Islamic Robin Hood fighting for the cause
of justice against the rich and for the poor (see Martinez 1994; Desjardins
1994) .

WINA Now or Never

While the armed struggle is being fought between a triad of increasingly
violent if not brutal forces—the army, the MIA, and the GIA—the political
wing of Isleuniam (FIS) seeks to maintain its predominance as the premier
movement of political opposition in Algeria today. Its efforts to maintain a

convincingly nonviolent posture, however, are becoming increasingly more
difficult—especially as events on the ground override the control of any one
movement, group, or individual.

The moderate leadership of the FIS has been forced underground or
abroad: Abdarraziq Raj jam (underground), Rabah K4bir (Germany), and Anwar
Baddam (USA). In-country activities have been taken up by small groups of
armed men operating under different and changing political labels, yet all
dedicated to the violent overthrow of the state by any means possible. While
such groups do not have the support of the majority of FIS supporters, they
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have impressed many o£ the disenfranchised youth holed up in the country's
many city slums. These seuse young people axe being further radicalized by the

government's hard line policies of mass arrests, torture, and "ratissages*
reminiscent of the hated French colonial practices during the war of

independence. Thus while K6bir and Haddan give public interviews in the West
about the need for peaceful transfer of power, Chebouti and his Afghan-
experienced guerrillas are conducting war in the countryside and in the
cities.

Since early 1992, the political direction of the FIS has assumed
clandestine form under the leadership of Mohamed Said—who, along with

Bachani, had replaced Madani and Benhadj after the latter 's arrest in June
1991. The second in command is Abdarraziq Raj jam, a former head of information
in the FIS. In 1993 a "directorate of the FIS overseas" (Instance Executive ^

1 'Stranger) was created, composed of former FIS leaders forced into exile or

underground: Rabah K6bir (President, Germany), Anwar Baddam (Member, USA),
Keunar Eddine Kherbane (Vice-President, Algeria), and Abdallah Anas (Member,

Algeria)—the latter two with long combat experience in Afghanistan fighting
on t:he side of the legendary commander Hassoud.

The Islamist table of organization created in late 1993 reflected the

evolution of the Islamist moderates into hardliners and the hardliners into

radicals. Excluded from their ranks were the most militant (if not terrorist)
of them all—the GIA. The reformers pushing for the use of political means to

achieve power include K6bir, Said, Haddam, and Rajjam while those advocating
an armed struggle leading to the overthrow of the state are Mekhloufi,
Kherbane, Anas, and Chebouti. It is an uneasy and provisional alliance which
is being reinforced by the oppressive policies of the armed forces.

In this writer's discussions with Hadd2un and K^bir, they tended to play
down the military aspect of the FIS, emphasizing instead the need to restart
the democratic process, remove the military from politics, and release all

the FIS political prisoners beginning with Madani and Benhadj . Even previous
declarations by both men in which they explicitly condoned the assassinations
of Algerian intellectuals and journalists—and for which they have been

harshly criticized by both Middle East Watch (1994) and Amnesty International

(1993)—are now being retracted. For its part, the army released two second-

level FIS leaders from prison on 22 February 1994, as a gesture of good
intention of the new (January 1994) army head of state, Liamine Zeroual.
Haddam soon thereafter was quoted in the French press as "opposing the use of
violence" and declaring his desire to see "the cessation of executions of

people not implicated in security operations in which force was being used"

{Le Monde, February 14,1994). K6bir also applauded "the release of some of our
brothers" although, he said, that was not sufficient since "we must have the
release of all political prisoners, first and foremost our leaders [Madani and

Benhadj]" {MEED, February 4, 1994, p. 12).

Since that time, both the armed struggle and the political struggle have
intensified. While the combat and the killings in the cities and the

countryside continue, the political offensive has been maintained with the
nonviolent discourse and has assumed greater prominence in the press releases,
news interviews, and public declarations of the Front's two leading spokesmen
abroad, K6bir and Haddam. K6bir in particular has been especially active in

projecting the Front's "human face" although his earlier political actions
were anything but nonviolent.

A former professor of physics at Jijel and once the unofficial head of

diplomacy for the FIS, the 37-year old K6bir managed to escape in September
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1992 his native town of Collo in the east where he had been under house
arrest. Be was condemned to death in absentia on 26 May 1993, for implication
in the attac)t at the Boumediene international airport in Algiers on 26 August
1992, which Icilled nine people and injured another 132 (for which the
authorities bl<uned the FIS). He was arrested twelve days later in Germany,
where he was granted political asylum, but was later released. Be currently
resides in Bonn.

In his most recent interviews and public declarations with this writer
and others, K^bir has disavowed 'violence* calling it, instead, 'resistance'
(Roth 1993,2). When the much-hated Redha Halelc was removed as prime minister
in April 1994 and replaced by Mokdad Sifi, a supporter of dialogue as the only
way out of Algeria's dire political crisis, K6bir welcomed the new

appointment. He told Reuters on April 13, 1994, that the change 'was a

positive act in the context of the search for a negotiated settlement.' Be
said, 'We believe the time has come to envisage a policy of peace which leads
to giving the Algerian people their say in freedom" {MEED, April 22, 1994, p.
23). And when two French Catholic missionaries, longtime residents of the
Casbah, were assassinated by GIA terrorists on Hay 8, 1994, K6bir was quick
'to strongly condemn" the killings, recalling that 'the killing of religious
people is against Islamic law which requires that their mission be respected'
(Le Monde, May 17, 1994).

As for Anwar Haddam, he too has wavered in his political discourse. A
professor of nuclear physics, Haddam was elected as a FIS deputy from Tlemcen
in the 26 December 1991, elections. He is a nephew of Tedjini Baddtun, the
former rector of the Paris mosque and one of the five members of the High
Council of State until its dissolution in 1994. Haddam currently lives in

Chicago with offices in Washington, D.C. as part of a parliaunentary delegation
seeking Western support for the FIS and the return of democracy in Algeria.
Haddam had no difficulty justifying the assassination in June 1993 of the

psychiatrist Mahmoud Boucebsi: 'It isn't a crime but the application of a

sentence." (Yared 1993-94, 22). When GIA leader Djafar al-Afghani was gunned
down by security forces, Haddam and other FIS spokesmen vehemently condemned
the killing and declared Djafar a "martyr' in the holy cause of Islam {MEED,
March 11, 1994, p. 9) .

Yet, Haddam, in his several interviews with this writer in 1991 and 1993
and in his statements made as recently as 6 May 1994, to the Parisian daily
newspaper, Liberation, has been consistent in his political position,
declaring that the FIS is interested in participating in a dialogue with the
government only after three conditions are met: the recognition of the FIS as
a political party, the release of all political prisoners, and the commitment
of Algeria to the democratic process (see MEED, May 20, 1994, p. 16).

The release of three second-tier FIS officials (Noureddine Chigara, Cwar
Abdelkader, and Kamel Guemmazi) from prison along with the placing under house
arrest of Hadani and Benhadj on 13 September 1994 reflect the increased
pressures being felt by moderates on both sides of the political divide as

they combat simultaneously against hardliners within their own quarters while
at the same time trying to maintain the integrity of their political positions
in the larger struggle to control Algerian state and society. Zeroual's
"opening" is both a gamble and an opportunity as the immediate reactions of
some hardliners like Redha Malek (the release is a "unilateral surrender'
placing the Republic "under mortal danger") and groups like the Algerian
Assembly of Democratic Women (RAFD) ("this cowardly act makes fodder of all
free and decent men and women for fundamentalist hyenas and the hords of
assassins" ) (Le Monde, 15 September 1994) have clearly demonstrated. So too for
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NINA leaders like Madani who followed up his release with a firm rejection of
an invitation to participate in the national dialogue established by the

regime to reconcile political differences. Haddam's list of preconditions
cited above were restated and expanded upon by Madani in his letter to Zeroual
as evidence that the FIS had not compromised its principles. No national
dialogue could take place, the FIS leader wrote, until the following
conditions were met: 1. the installation of a "neutral" government until
elections could determine a "legitimate" government; 2. the re-legalization of
the FIS, banned in March 1992; 3. the lifting of the state of emergency; 4.

the procliunation of a general amnesty; 5. the cessation of all judicial and
police proceedings against Islamists; and 6. the return of the army to the
barracks (see La Monde, September 15, 1994). GIA spokesmen have rejected
completely Zeroual 's gesture reaffirming the group's "complete opposition to
any reconciliation, any truce, any dialogue with renegade governments" ) (Le
Monde, 9/15/94).

Prospects
The debate within the Islamist camp between a "societal" approach to the

Islamization of society achieved through education, social activities, and
cultural programs (as espoused by groups like the Rabita, HAMAS, and Nahdah),
and the "statist" approach involving direct participation in the political
process as the way by which to capture state power (as put forth by the
majority tendency of the FIS), seems to have been bypassed by the ongoing
armed struggle between Islamic radicals and government hard liners. Daily
killings and assassinations by government death squads as well as Isleunic
terrorists have paralyzed Algerian state and society.

The nonviolent strand of Algerian Islamism is at a tragic crossroads.
Few can directly influence the course of events. Indirectly, however, an

acknowledgement of the legitimacy of NINA grievances—representing as they do
a large swath of the Algerian mass public who reside in large and medium size
cities—could give hope that an alternative to violence has direct political
payoffs. At this point, an embittered and embattled society faces a stark and

frightening future. While Western governments may like to see "liberal
secularists" who have broad-based political support come to the fore, the fact
of the matter is that no such possibility exists in the near future. NINA
represent the best hope for a transition to a nonviolent, democratic order
ensconced within an Islamic social-cultural framework. If news reports are to
be believed, it appears that some recognition of this Algerian reality is

forcing a shift in U.S. foreign policy towards the country (see Williams 94).

It is clear that the ruling army regime is suffering a serious loss of

legitimacy at a time when both its political and economic capital are already
dangerously depleted. There is little expectation that much political or
financial help from outside will come any time soon, notwithstanding the May
1994 IMF program for nearly $1 billion in new credit facilities. For its part,
the FIS is pursuing a two-track strategy of political pressure and armed
coercion in hopes that the military dimension will quickly be put aside once
the democratic process is restarted; a process from which it still feels
confident that it can profit. Whether the GIA and other extremist elements
will undermine this effort has yet to be determined. The killing of Djaafar
may weaken the GIA temporarily. But as long as the fundamental factors that
first led millions of Algerians to overwhelmingly support the Islamists are
not rectified—political authoritarianism, centralized economy, bureaucratic
mismanagement, rampant corruption, cultural insensitivity—then whatever
short-term military successes are achieved may quickly be overtaken by another
round of extremism for which the NINA of Algeria could themselves be victim.
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APPENDIX

Islamist Groups in North Africa

ALGERIA

Leadership

Membership

TUNISIA

Leadership

Membership

MOROCCO
Leadership

Membership

RELIGIOUS

HAMAS; An-Nahdah

Mahfood Nahnah;

Abdellah Ojaballah

10,000; 15,000

The Da'wa

Collective

1,000-5,000

Sunn( Movement

Al-Fiqh al-Zamzami

(d.1989);

son, al-Siddiq

10,000-20,000

REFORMIST

Islamic Salvation Front

(FIS)

Abassi Madani; All BenhadJ

500,000-1 million

An-Nahdah

Rachid Ghannouchi

20,000-30,000

Justice and Charity

Abdessalam al-Yassine

35,000-50,000

RADICAL

Groupe Islanrtique Arme

(GIA)

Chferif Gousmt

500-1,000

Front Islamique du Salut

Mohamed All el-Horani

na

Islamic Youth

Abdelkrim Mottei

(Muti")

1.000-2.000
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